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Introduction

Education is, among all human activities, most clearly
both the creator and the creatune of culture. To help indi-
viduals develop their God-given gifts, to empower them to
live lives of personal enrichment and social responsability,
and to hand on the tradition of wisdom from one genera-
tion to anotherthese are the tasks of the college or
university. As we examine the ways in which we, as Cath-
olic colleges and universities, attempt to carry out these
tasks we find that we confront basic challenges arising
from the very culture in which we live. We are its creature,
and we seek to contribute to its on-going creation.

What was described by Vatican II in Gaudium et Spes
is even more true in 1985 than it was in 1965:

Today, the human race is passing through a new stage
of its history. Profourd and rapid changes are spread-
ing by degrees around the whole world. Triggered by
the intelligence and creative energies of man, these
changes recoil upon him, upon his decisions and
desires, both individual and collective, and upon this
manner of thinking and acting with respect to things
and to people . . Never has the human race enjoyed
such an abundance of wealth, resources, and econ-
omic power. Yet a huge proportion of the world's citi-
zens is still tormented by hunger,and poverty, while
countless numbers suffer from total illiteracy. Never
before today has man been so keenly aware of free-
dom, yet at the same time, new forms of social and
psychological slavery make their appearance.

Although the world of today has a very vivid sense of
its unity and of how one man depends on another in
needful solidarity, it is most grievously torn into
opposing camps by conflicting forces. For political,
social, economic, racial and ideological disputes still
continue bitterly, and with them the peril of a war
which would reduce everything to ashes. True, there is
a growing exchange of ideas, but the very words by
which key concepts are expressed take on quite dif-
ferent meanings in diver* ideological systems.

The statement itself exemplifies the problem of which it
speaks; twenty years later, this quotation will be attacked
as esing "exclusive" rather than "inclusive" language! But
with that caveat, let me say that I think it provides a clear
context in which to examine the ways in which we are
"educating" persons for life in such a culture.

How are we directing the "creative enerees" of our stu-
dents? Where in our present curricula do our students
analyze the nature of their freedom and their concurrent
responsibility? In what courses are they assisted in the
task of reflecting on the richness of their inheritance as
well as on the disparity of wealth around the globe?
Above all, where do they learn the languagethe key
conceptsto use in a dialogue with those of different
cultures?

1Caudium et Spes, Paragraph 4, text in Joseph Gremillion The
Gospel of Peace and lustice (New York: !?obis Books. 1975) pp.
24b 47.
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We have lately been :.objected to several reports on the
inadequacies of American education. The last few have
focused on higher education and are in agreement that
our colleges and universities have so modified their tradi-
tional programs that many curricula have little or no
coherence. In trying to service new markets, many insti-
tutions have refused to say that some studies have more
to contribute to our cumulative wisdom than do others.
SAT, LSAT, and GRE scores have often replaced critical
evaluation and measurement of our students' intellectual
growth. The challenge is to come up with the contem-
porary image that would identify our desired "outcome"
as did Plato's "philosopher-king" or Newman's
"gentleman". Who among us can describe the person
who enfleshes our vision of the truly educated man
or woman?

Several recent books have encouraged an exploration
of such a vision. jaroslav Pelikan in his Scholarship and
its Survival &tab with the need for greater clarity of pur-
pose in graduate education. A more extensive treatment
is found in David Hassell's City of Von', a work of
particular value for those who seek to articulate a
cohesive educational mission relevant to the Christian
tradition. There can be no doubt that a decisive role in
the curricula of our colleges was once played by the disci-
plines of theology and philosophy; have they as key a
role in today's culture? If so, how can we articulate it to
the satisfaction of our many constituencies? If not, which
disciplines or methodologies provide some coherence?

Ca ' colleges and universities have always prided
them st. yes oe. their fidelity to the liberal arts tradition,
especially to the study of the humanities. The recent
indictment from the pen of William J. Bennett, chairman
of the National Endowment for the Humanities, deserves
to be studied seriously.`.

While it is true that most Catholic colleges and univer-
sities have clung to a liberal arts core of studies in both
professional and non-professional programs, the level of
excellent: demanded in courses in humanities and
sciences may have been allowed to decline. The cultural
backgrounds of our students, formed by family life, com-
munications media, educational experience, economic
and social realities may force us to accept some limita-
tions in our admissions offices; but what we can control
is the expectation we have of the student who receives a
degree from our institution. The empowerment of a new
generation of learners, whether they be 17 or 47 when
they begin, is our mission.

2Iaroslav Pelikan, Scholarship and its Survival (Princeton, NJ: The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1983).
'David J. Harrel, SJ, City of Wisdom, (Chicago: Loyola University
Press, 1933).
''To Reclaim a Legacy", The Chronicle of Higher Education,
November ZS, PM, pp. lb-21.
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The National Institute of Education's report, Involve-
ment in Learning,' contains 27 recommendations for the
improvement of American higher education. Useful
perhaps as an examination of conscience, they should be
looked at in terms of the cultural context in which our
particular institutions operate. Speaking of the students,
it says: . .. the best preparation for the future is not nar-
row training for a special job, but rather an education
that will enable students to adapt to a changing world."
Certainly not a radically new idea, but one worth think-
ing about. I think most of us would want to add that the
"adaptation," to be authentic and fruitful, must come
about as a result of reflection on the inherited wisdom as
well as on the needs of the times.

It is heartening to read in these pages of Current Issues
of the efforts being made by our Catholic colleges and
universities along these lines. A bit of our history is re-
counted by Abigail McCarthy in a special article commis-
sioned by the Neylan Commission (those colleges founded
by and still related to communities of women religious).
The revision of the curriculum of one large university is
described by James Loughran, S.J., formerly Dean of
Fordham College and newly elected president of Loyola-
Marymount. A radical approach to the communication
of values and the measurement of outcomes is illustrated
in the Alverno College plan, described herein by

5This is the Final Report of the Study Group on The Conditions of
Excellence in American Higher Education presented to the Secretary of
Education ani sponsored by the National Institute of Education
(Washington. DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1934).
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Margaret Earley, SSSF and Joel Read, SSSF. And the
over-arching purpose of cur educationto penetrate the
culture in which we live and which we create anewis
reaffirmed by Dr. David O'Brien.

We can only give visibility in these pages to a few of
the exemplary programs. Glancing at The Chronicle of
Higher Education, we note the many Catholic institu-
tions receiving National Endowment for the Humanities
grants to help in the revitalization of humanities depart-
ments. We know of other institutions involved in various
national studies such as that of the SEARCH Institute and
the Society for Values in Higher Education; in all of
these, our ACCU members are making a significant con-
tribution to the general health and vitality of higher
education.

We will find, I think, that we are doing many of the
things suggested in the NIE and Humanities reports and
doing them well. We may also take comfort in learning of
the commonalities of the obstacles to success noted in the
reports. Our efforts to achieve excellence in our educa-
tional programs are aided and supported by such
national recommendations. But, in the end, what drives
us on is our convnitrnent to the mission of our institu-
tions: to hand on the best of our tradition, of our in-
herited culture, and, in doing so critical and creatively, to
empower our students to inspire the culture of the next
century. Let us hope that as "the human race passes
through a .. _I, stage in history" (to return to the words of
Gaudiurn et Sues), it will find some of the needed help for
the journey in our Catholic colleges and universities.

Alice Gatlin, OSU
Executive Director
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A Luminous Minority*

Abigail McCarthy

The story of women religious in higher education in
the United States is a dory of high achievement despite
enormous difficulty. It is also an untold storyand
because it is untold, the nation and the Church may lose

a precious resousve.
Take only one example. In June of 1964 television and

newsprint were alive with the prospect that a woman, for
the first time, might be nominated for the vice presidency
of the United States. In a rare demonstration of coopera-
tion, three of those mentionedCongreinvomen Bar-

bara Kennelly, Barbers Mikulski and Mary Rose
Qakar united to endorse another woman representa-
tive, Geraldine Ferraro. All four of these women who
had come close to the second highest office in the land
were educatednot in the nation's great turivenities, not
in the famed Seven Sisters of the Ivy Leagueno, they
were educated in small Catholic women's colleges. Trin-
ity, Mt. St. Agnes, Unulhre, Marymount Manhat-
tan --the names of their colleges are a mini - litany.

How and why did these women advance into the high-

est ranks of leadership in the country? There are various
reasons, of course reasons having to do with person-
ality, family, opportunity but surely one of the reasons
has to do with their preparation in institutions with
special characteristics. These characteristics have only
begun to emerge in recent research.

For most of their history the institutions founded by
women religious have been institutions for the education
of women. Their colleges share with other women's col-
leen the strengths discoverttlin research over the last ten
years: a) their graduates achieve success at a higher ratio
than women graduates of coeducational institutions; b)
they have been twice as likely to enter professional
schools and to pursue doctorate degrees and two to three
times MOM apt to choose fields like mathrtnudica, chem-
istry and biology; c) they are also more apt to complete
their degrees and pursue career plans; d) according to
Alexander Astin and other", they were more likely to he
self-confident and entertain high aspirations.

Although the 'religious women sponsoting colleges.
their cooperating lay facukies, and alunuse have been
proud of individual cars" it is not until recently that

Abigail McCarthy, a gnaduate of the College of St. C.atherhse,

lives in Washington, D.C.

'First used by Patricia Roberts Harris, former Secretar of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to describe
women's colleges.

they have become aware of the uniqueness of their collec-
tive contribution to higher education. As a speaker at a
recent conference put it, they "found little time to reflect
on the quality of their achievements or the effect of their
actions In higher education." Yet in the 19fes, famed
Harvard sociologist David Rimless was able to say that
"eons of the most adventurous t duadional leaders have
been Osten" and that of their colleges "the best are very
good indeed;" and Notre Dame sociologist Robert
Hanenger was able to point out that their students were
in general more intellectual and more socially concerned
than were men in Catholic colleges.

Most of the Catholic women's colleges educated a di -
ferent population from that of other colleges and, as
David Rieman pointed out, they wee phenomenally
successful in lifting the freshman who came to themfrom
one educational plane to another. Thus they contributed
to their students' social mobility. Moreover, they differed
in emphasizing occupational and professional prepara-
tion as well as en education in the liberal ans. They dealt
with students who might well need to earn a living.

Many of these colleges pioneered in raising traditional
women's occupations to a professional level. The first
bachelor of science ir nursing degree was offered at a
Catholic college, and the first bachelor in secretarial

studies at another. Professional librarians, medical tech-
nologists, physical education and health teachers, home
economists raised to dieticiansall these emerged from
such colleges. The relationship of this fact to the
economic well-being of women has yet to be measured.

From the beghmin& the stronger Cathok women's
colleges differed significantly from the men's colleges.
They were deeply hiluenced as to curriculum by the
already established Seven Sisters. They shared with them
an underlying assumption that to educate women was to
improve societythat women were the bearers of culture.

lkshaps 'because many of the founding generation of
religious were determined that their institutions would
equal other initiations for women, or perhaps becarse
sistess preparing for the faculties found secular =Ira-
skies more open to them than wee Catholic institutions,
their colleges led the way in betaking out of cultural
isolation. They led the way in seeldng sxreditatirm by
state, regional, and national agencies. They themselves
joined, or were represented by lay faculty in national
education anodationi and in psofessional assodadees.
They saw to it that their dudents were made taiga* for
the most prestigious and influential of national and spe-
cialized honor societies. It was the College of St. Cath-

.7 8



erine which was the first Catholic institution of any kind
to be awarded a Phi Beta Kappa chapter.

Another cause for the strengthening of standards in the
women's colleges lay in their need to raise funds. Sisters
had to rely heavily on their own contributions, on tui-
tion, and on the support of friends. As a result some of
the colleges of women religious were among the first to
seek and win help from public sources and private foun-
dations like the General Education Fund of New York,
the Carnegie Foundation, and the Rockefeller Founda-
tion. Qualifying for such grants meant that they opened
themselves freely to comparison with non-sectarian col-
leges and state institutions and was yet another way in
which they led the Catholic community in breaking out
of its cultural isolation.

There were other things which distinguished Catholic
women's institutions. From the beginning they differed,
in degree at least, from both other women's colleges and
men's colleges hr the way in which they fostered interna-
tional exchange and a world outlook. This was in part
because of the strong ties which bound the international
communities of women religious, in part because of the
missionary orientation of others, in part because of the
strong departments of music, art, and modem lan-
guagesall with a European emphasisin others.

It was at a women's institution, i.e., St. Mary's College
at Notre Dame, that complete courses and majors in the-
ology and philosophy were first made available not only
to women but to lay persons. The liturgy as a means of
formation was made available to Catholic women in the
Benedictine colleges and at the Pius X School of Liturgical
Music at Manhattanvilk. Who can doubt that in these
beginnings were sown the seeds of the current struggle of
women for fuller participation in the life of the Church?

In fact, until very recently at least, the graduates of
these institutions were marked by special qualifications
to serve the Church and the world well. Fist, they were
strong in a sense of shared values. The singleness of pur-
pose which originated in the commonality of the spon-
soring religious community held stuchnts and faculty
together and drew alumnae back year after year to renew
their sense of community. As Alice Gabs, OSU wrote in
an article on the history of the College of New Rochelle
"Without using the word community the nuns really built
one and immersed us in it."

Secondly, the majority of these graduates were strongly
oriented toward service. Only a few years ago the Higher
Education Research Association estimated that there was
a 30 percent difference in this orientation between their
graduates and those of other institutions. Congress-
woman Mary Rose Oakar of Ohio puts it this way: It
was borne in on us that caring for the human family was
a logical extension of what education had prepared
women for in the past. Social issues, seeing and serving
the needs of others, came naturally to us." In sum, the
sponsoring bodies could well claim that the ministry of
higher education was indeed a ministry. The potential for
personal and social change inherent in forming and influ-
encing the development of so many is the very potential
of the gospel and of creation continued.

$

The Strength of History

One of the special characteristics of the Catholic
women's colleges lies in their history. From the beginning,
the institutions founded by women religious were a testi-
mony to the worth If woman in herself; their existence
meant that she had worth apart from her biohogical func-
tion and apart from her rarity to give pleasure to, and to
sustain men. In -revolutionarr America, according to
Emily Taft I" 6 author of Remember the Ladies, the
story of the women who helped shape America, girls who
sought more than an elementary education "sought it in
certain sectarian institutions such as those of the Umuline
Nuns in New Orleans." That Ursuline corvoitt was
founded in 1727. Behind that convent lay ; 30-year
struggle of women religious with church and state
authorities for the right to teach girls and women. The
Ursulines (as well as other women religious) held, accord-
ing to one of their historians, that "woman has a *in
(italics mine), as a man has, to the full development of
the gilts she has received from God."

It was the convent-educated women who elicited the
admiration of John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and
Thomas Jefferson, who cum to the French court from an
America where women were, at best, semi-literate.

The ancestors of today's women religious poured out
of the towns and villages of France, Italy and Germany in
the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries, intent on educat-
ing Os and women, intent on the mission of the church.
They came to America and what they accomplished was
prodigious. Only recently an article in a major news
magazine summed up their accomplishment: They bulk
the most far-flung and accessible system of higher educa-
tion for women the world has ever known.

In America they took the daughters of frontiersmen
and immigrants and lifted them from one level to another
and, in so doing, transformed families and communities.
Convent education in either the French or German model
was important in the "civilizing" of frontier after frontier
and was sought by leading settlers for their daughters
whether they were Catholic or not. Convent education
hitled shape the country and from many of these con-
vents %prang the strong colleges later founded by women
religiot s.

In early 19th century "higher education" for
women meant academy education, although the courses
offered and the ages of matriculation were often the same
as those in men's institutions already called colleges, even
universities like Georgetown and Harvard. Private Catho-
lic girls schoolsas distinguished from the parochial
schools which developed later to provide education for
tide after tide of immigrantswere among the best of
these. By the last quieter of the 19th century, such
Catholic academies were spread from Maine to California
and from Isfinnesotaft Texas.

Long before 1880, some of these schools offered college
level courses and extra years of study. Some few had
degree-granting charters awarded in approximately tne
same time frame as those of the earliest women's colleges.
Ebel:a was chartered in 1855 and Vassar in 1865.
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St. Mary of the Woods had a similar charter in 1848 and
St. Mary's at Notre Dame by 1862. It was undoubtedly
only religious restraints that dttered their foundresaes
from calling them colleges. This long history in liberal
education was one of the strengths of the women relig-
ious who were to found the later colleges or to develop
them from existing academies.

Parallel to that history was an equally long history in
the training of teachers. Many religious orders brought
developed methods of education and courses of study
with them from Europe. American-founded groups of sis-
ters instituted training courses of their ownMother
Seton's nuns at Emmitsburg, Maryland, for example,
were given professional training for their work in 1810,
and in the 1820's the convents in Kentucky had such
courses taught by professors from nearby Mt. St. Mary's
College.

Over the years this emphasis on the education of relig-
ious for their work in teaching and other professions
created a community of educated women. In 1983. Sister
Lucille NkKillop, R.S.M., president of Salve Regina: The
Newport College, could saywith no fear of contradic-
tionthat American religious are the most highly edu-
cated group of women in the world!

When the degree-granting Catholic women's colleges
finally emerged at the turn of the century they had "a liv-
ing endowment" of supporting sisterhoods with experi-
ence in administering institutions, with professional
training, and a history of relating to and meeting the
needs of the wider community. Between 1896 and 1910
nine such colleges were founded and double that number
in the decade following. Not only did their fotutdresses
see higher education as "the need of the times" but they
were soon making it clear that the times demanded not
only education for mothers, teachers, and nurses but for
such highly trained women as industrial and scientific
specialists, physicians and lawyers. They emphasized the
need for proper accrediting and rating by national agen-
cies. Graduate preparation of faculty became a priority.
In the 1920's, American nun educators were being pre-
pared in universities like Oxford, Munich and The
Sorbonne as well as the best universities in this country.
By 1955, there were 116 Catholic baccalaureate colleges
for women, plus 24 two-year collegesa leadership role
in higher education for women still held by the Catholic
sector.

The Picture Today

What of the institutions of women religious today?
The ranks of nun educators diminish; the prospective stu-
dent pool is declining: the women's colleges feel the pres-
sure of competition from newly coeducational colleges.
Some colleges have been closed. Others have lost their
identities in mergers. Nevertheless, the strengths of the
institutions sponsored by women religious are there to be
built upon in new ways and under new circumstances.
Sisters in the ministry of higher education are drawing
together to discern the promise in the future. And what
do they see?

9

They see that not only are they the most highly edu-
cated group of woken in the world but, more important,
they are a group with the longest history and brightest
record as educators.

Forty-four percent of the women's colleges in the
United States today are sponsored by women religious.
They also sponsor eighty or more small coeducational
colleges. The distinguishing mark Rieman found so
important enduresthe difference these colleges have
made in the lives of their students.

A Profile of Women's College Presidents issued by the
Women's College Coalition reports that "both women
and num presider.., of historically Catholic colkges are
overwhelmingly first generation college graduates them-
selves. These presidents thus confirm, by personal experi-
ence, the often-stated special role the historically
Catholic college in opening higher education and higher
education leadership to new populations."

In a later report the Women's College Coalition makes
it clear that Catholic women's colleges have led the way
in offering innovative new programs for women to meet
new needs. In citing colleges which have pioneered in
non-traditional programs for women and which have
later been adapted to and adopted by coeducational insti-
tutions (such as week-end colleges and external degree
programs), they name four Catholic colleges to one
secular one.

The study unearthed other facts which suggest that
religious educators remain true to the spirit of mission.
Women faculty are more likely to be tenured in their
institutions than in other women's colleges, which may
indicate a heightened sensitivity to justice. They also
show an increasing commitment to the enrollment of
minority students.

To see women in leadership positions--to have strong
role modelsis the normal experience for women in
these institutions. Today, most of the presidents of the
colleges founded by women religious are women, as are
almost all of the presidents of the Catholic women's col-
leges. These women presidents, moreover, are widely in-
volved in leadership positions beyond their own schools.
They serve on non-profit and corporate boards, thus
making highly competent and effective women visible in
the community at large. Over half of the faculty are
women and the proportion is even higher in disciplines
thought non - traditional for womenthat is, the natural
and mathematical sciences.

The importance to women of such role models has
been strongly stated by M. Elizabeth Tidball: 'The
development of young women of Went into career suc-
cessful adults is directly proportional to the number of
role models to whom they have access." This is especially
important to women in the Church because more and
more Catholic women are going to collegemany from
Catholic groups in which there was once a certain hostil-
ity to education for women. In 1978-79, women were
54% of the total enrollment in Catholic colleges and uni-
versities. In 1981 they were 57%. In other independent
colleges they were only 48%. This means that the emerg-
ing generation of educated Catholics will be comprised of

10



more women than men. How these women see them-
selves, how they view their service to the Church and the
world, is of utmost importance.

The promise lies, finally, in the z*.&- Linent lay women
demonstrate for the institutions of women religious.
Most re-entry women seek out their campuses and say
that they feel more comfortable, and find the help they
need, these. Women's colleges have the best records of
alumnae-alumni giving in all higher education and that
giving has risen significantly in recent years. Recently the
rise has been higher in alumnae giving to the Catholic
women's colleges than in other sectors. The loyalty of so
many women to these institutions suggests a bright future
for networking and the.possibilky of forming strong alli-
ances among Catholic educated women.

Sisters looking to the future can also see in their institu-
tions promise for men. Men have for too long carried the
burden of life and decisions in our society, and they have
not known o: been able to see how they could share this
burden and use the gifts of the other half of the human
race. The institutions of women religious in bightr educa-

tion provide them with a unique place of learning.
As faculty members they share on a more equitable

basis with women than they would in other institutions
what women are apt to comprise only 25% or less of the
faculty. Their department heads are apt to be women.
They work with women deans and presidents. Their
interaction with women students, studitsithave shown, is
also on a more equitable basis than it would be in male -
dominated institutions where women may well be
brighter students but tend to defer to males. Studies also
give us every reason to believe that the above factors
have a discernible effect on these men's attitude toward
women and way of thinking about them.

They tend to think about them as persons, as col-
leagues and friends rather than as "the other." Their opin-
ion of women's ability is higher than that of men without
like experience. They tend to acknowledge discrimination
against women and the exclusion of women from the net-
working process in academia and the work place and
believe in working to eliminate these. They briieve in
equal pay for equal work and approve eouai pay for
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work of equal value. They believe in maternity leave and
benefits; they approve of "flevinw." One could go on.

It is too soon to know what the effect has been on m
students of their experience in the institutions sponsored
by women religious; one can only assume that it is sim-
ilar. More and more male students are attending women's
colleges as part-time students in special courses, as ex-
change students in consortia, or as graduate students. In
addition to seeing women in administration and faculty
leadership positions, they see women students as campus
leaders and experience the more healthy give and take in
classes where women are on an equal basis with men.

Conclusion

The Reverend Ernest Bartell, C.S.C., concludes his
most recent survey of enrollment in Catholic colleges and
universities for the ACCU by saying that the higher
enrollments in the early 80's in colleges sponsored by
women religious "suggests that sponsorship, rather than
economic and demographic factors alone, has an influ-
ence on the health of Catholic colleges and universfties,
and that religious orders have not lost their traditional
capability for effectiveness in institutional educatkm."
The sponsoring relationship, he says, may be significant
to the future of the sponsoring religious communities as
well as to the future of Catholic higher education.

To understand the world in which we live in all its
complexity, to find in it the design of the Maker, to con-
tinue creation, to make it possible for each human being
to fulfill his/her potential as the image of God, to help
bring all humanity together into tit kingdom on earth
this is the work of education. If it is not done, the impera-
tives of the gospel will never be accomplished.

Education changes livesthe lives of communities, too,

as surely as it changes the lives of individuals. It is this
change which calls women ttligious and the institutions
they sponsor to self-study at the present and crucial mo-
ment. They are a sistedlbod with a deep and basic unity
rooted in Christ and the Church. They, a luminous min-
ority, hold the promise of illumining a darkening world.
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Identity and Quest:
Their Interrelationship at Alverno College

Margaret Earley, S.S.S.F. and Joel Read, S.S.S.F:

This essay reports the experience of one Catholic col-
lege, now almost a century old, which began with a mis-
sion deep inside the life of the 19th century American
Catholic experience. Time and change hal 7e called us to
different expressions of that mission, the American
Catholic experience itself has evolved. - recently, we
have undertaken the but task of
redefining our mission as a liege that reflects
the pluralistic society in which it now serves. During this
past decade of effort, our redefined mission has borne
fruit in a variety of ways that have touched the entire
institution. The essay that follows describes both this
variety and its impact.

When the School Sisters of St. Francis set about creat-
ing a collegiate training center for their order in
Milwaukee in the 1080's, it was clear that the college (ac-
tually the Order) through its several institutionsin
education, nursing and muskwould serve the Church
by educating women religious who in turn would serve
the world as professionals dedicated to these areas of
human services. Some 70 years later, at a new site, as the
combined faculties redefined Alverno College as a com-
prehensive liberal arts college, the pattern remained
clear: the college would serve the Church, by educating
now both sisters and laywomen, to serve in the world as
professional women.

But in the late 1960's the pattern broke. While the crux
was the congregation's decision to let postulants seek
their college educations wherever they chose, surround-
ing that decision for the college was a general evolution
toward a larger proportion of students and faculty from
various faith traditions. Within this context then, the
Alverno faculty faced the question of the mission of the
college.

The name "Alverno" had not been selected lightly. It
was Mount Alverno that the young Francis climbed on
an August day in 1224, to spend weeks in reflection and
prayer c .rturning into his world with a vision and a
corn* .at would transform it. So "Alverno" has
Letn centuries a place to gain a new perspec-
tive, to b.,-v the world whole and find one's calling and

Sister Margaret Farley is the Coordinator of the Department of
Religious Studies at Atoerno College; Sister Joel Read serves al
President of the College.
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directicn within it. Franciscans take it as a central part of
their mission to create such places wherever they go; in
19th century Milwaukee, in the new land of America, the
college provided an Alverno for young women called to
serve as School Sisters.

Now, could the college offer a 20th century Alverno
not to postulants, nor to Catholic laity only, but to
believers of all faithsand to the unchurched and unbe-
lieving? The faculty dared to believe we could. In almost
a century of experience, we had learned a good deal
about helping young women successfully through the
process of "formation"confronting and sorting out
their beliefs and values, their aims and desires, and shat*
ing a specific response to their calling by preparing for z.
pa- ''cular profession. Postulants and laywomen alikc
trained to be teachers or nurses or musicians or artists as
the result of having committed themselves to this some-
times arduous process of reflection and prayer; they
undertook their professions in response to a call
clarifiedin some cases, first heardon the Alverno
mountaintop.

Now the key would be to take what we had learned
about challenging and supporting earlier students on
their journeys into faith, and to find a way to assist the
new student population to determine or to clarify their
own quests.

From 1968 to 1973 we experimented, evaluated and
redefined until we had a clear statement of our goals as
liberal educators and a curricular approach for realizing
them. At the center stood our image of the liberally edu-
cated woman, defined by the lifelong abilitieo and com-
mitments she had developedparamount among those
abilities and commitments wad what we called "valuing."
This ability, grounded in the religious and ethical com-
mitments that we knew resulted from a searching exami-
nation of self and world, was the crux of what we felt we,
as a Catholic college serving the world, could offer.

The valuing we teach for at Alverno is, above all, a
process. As it actually occurs in bfe, the valuing process
is a vital, complex and unpr.lictable interaction. A single
valuing event demands that the individual consider
several contextshe commitments and goals as
employee and colleague in her work, as an advocate for
clients, as a member of her family, as a woman, as a dti-
ren, as a member of a chinch. She will need to take on
others' roles imaginatively; and she will also have,io pro-
ject the consequences of alternative actions for hem*,
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for other individuals, and for larger communities of per-
sons. Obviously, effective valuing requires her to use all
her abilities and resources; it engages her knowledge,
commitment and faith, her analytic abilities, her intuitive
skills, her empathy and sensitivity, andby no means
leastthe full range of her "real time" interactive abilities
es she enacts her decision and communicates it to others.

Within this complex process, we have found it helpful
to distinguish four general phases: knowing, judging.
deciding, and acting. When we focus on knowing, we
help the student look at all the concepts, attitudes, predis-
positions, any so on that constitute her mental "set" as
she approaches a situation. We look at arie work with
her to developboth the cognitive and the affective,
both context and structure, both knowledge and belief.

When we focus on judging. we help the student ex-
amine and develop all the ways she applies her mind to
the situation. Analyzing a situation's elements, engaging
in mo.-al reasoning about alternate choices, imaginatively
proj,-.7ting another's views and feelings or the conse-
quent ,:" a given action, clarifying values and issues,
justif; voices in relation to professed values or doc-
trinesall these are among the reflective activities of the
juding phase. Here we find the student reflecting on "I

would," "we should," and exploring the areas of "ought"
and "1,,00d.: as problems in what has been called "applied
thought.'\4

Both kri6wing and judging bear their fruit in deciding,
in making a moral choice or an ethical decision. After
considering the reasonableness of her critical judgment,
the student, motivated by perceived good and by her
affective capacities, makes a decision and choice based on
rational principles, Finally, the overt expression of a
value is in acting; over the longer term, so are habits or
patterns of commitment, of "standing for something."
Doingtranslating thought and feeling into a concrete
behavior, a pattern of action, a finished work, a dedi-
cated career. a committed lifestyleis the clearest way
one communicates one's valuing to others and makes it
real, tangible, and enduring.

Of course, this view of the valuing p is itself a
cognitive structure, a mental model and gr°71e that we
take great care to help the student acquire. One reason
we do this confidently is that our faith has been well jus-
tified in our students development and in the lives and

careers of our graduates. The other reason is that we
began with confidence in the sources from which we had
drawn this notion of the valuing process---namely, our
own learning and experience within the Catholic intel-
lectual tradition.

Valuing was never something we had to add to the cur-
riculum; it was always one of the key processes or abil-

ities that we had seen as inherent in and essential to each
of our disciplines. Thus, when we gathered in 1%8-73 to
define our vision of the liberally educated person, we
identified valuing as chief among the core abilities. We
agreed not to create a separate course in valuing but to
continue to pursue and develop the student's valuing
abilities in each discipline. Finally, we agreed to make the
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student's demonstration of her valuing ability (as well as
her other core abilities) a source of academic credit.'

It is now ten years since we first committed ourselves
to teaching valuing as the core of what we could offer
society and our students. In that time, we have been able
to define a series of levels for our students to move
through as they develop their valuing abilities. These
levels have proved to be useable outlines for teaching in
every field. They are a sequence of focuses we use to
direct the student's attention to one phase at a rime, and
to engage her valuing in some contexts that we consider
crucial (e.g., humanistic and artistic works, science and

technology).

Level 1Sharpening Awareness

The student becomes more aware of her own beliefs
and values, her anitudes and dispositions, and their
sources. She also begins broadening her repertoire of
term and concepts for describing and analyzing the
valuing process.

Level 2Tracing Patterns: Inference

Here the student learns to infer the sources of values.
She also examines the implied value frames behind
works in religion and philosophy, history and liter-
ature. and the arts. And she begins exploring the value
and belief systems of other individuals and different
cultures.

Level 3 Tracing Patterns: Relationships

The student learns to project the implications and
consequences of a valuing decision. In the context of
science, technology, and the social sciences, she
studies the impact of technological changes on various
cultures. She also projects the social, economic, and
religious/ethical conflicts that particular technological
changes may cause for individuals and groups in
America's pluralistic society.

Level 4 Carrying Out Decisions
In complex decision-making situations, the student
gains "hands on" experience in sorting out difficult val-
uing problems and stating and acting out her judg-
ments. The situations range from moral dilemma
discussion groups in the classroom to carefully men-
tared clinical and field experiences in the community.

These four levels are required of all students for gradua-
tion. In addition, students in their major fields must inte-

grate valuing in increasingly complex and long-term
professional situations.

At each level, the student is challenged to develop her
valuing ability in a variety of courses. The beginning stu-

ti

'There are eight cote abilities in allcommunications, analysis,
problem-solving, valuing, social interaction, environmental respon-
sibility, global citizenship, and aesthetic response. Our development
and definition of them are spelled out in detail in Alverno Faculty:

Liberal Learning at Morino College. (Alverno Productions,
Milwaukee: 1976, rev. 1981). The way we assess each student's
development of these core abilities is .0.:ussed in Alvemo Faculty:
Assessment at Alverno College, ( Alverno Productions, Milwaukct;
1979). See also Ma .met Earley, Marcia Mentkowski and lean Schafer
for the Valuing Competence Division: Valuing at Alberrio. The Valu-

ing Process in Liberal Education. (Alverno Productions, Milwaukee;
1960).
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dent may find it a major part of her first sociology
course, as she grapples with the differences between
"actor-centered" and "systematic" views of social issues;
she may work at keeping a valuing journal In a philoso-
phy course, or in her introduction to chemistry course.
We include valuing right from the beginning," says a

chemistry instructor. "Our whole focus is on how the
chemist thinks, what this peculiar way of looking at the
world makes possible, and what impact these technolog-
ical possibilities can have."

At the outset, the student is seldom used to exploring
her beliefs and values closely, relating them to their
sources, or examining their congruence with one another
and with her actions. So we must begin with tact,
respecting each student's limits and level of comfort.
'There are times," notes a philosophy instructor, "when I
must let them say, That is what I believe! Don't bother
me.' Perhaps I even err in letting them do it too easily.
But I'm not doing a student any favor if I can't lead her
past that point eventually, to reflect on why she believes
it and how she applies it."

Working at the second level, the student finds frequent
opportunities for her beliefs and values to interact with
those she is studying in religious, humanistic and artistic
works, and in other cultures. She may learn how her atti-
tudes and values about a poem's subject (as well as those
of the author) contribute to its meaning; or she may
begin to characterize her own faith response after explor-
ing a range of human responses, from cathedral windows
and theological treatises to African slave songs and
Eastern meditative rituals. Or in a drawing course, she
may analyze how several artists use technical elements
(line, shadow, choice of media, composition) to express
values, and then express her own values by making
similar choices for a series of original drawings.

Students at this level turn out to be more ready than
they imagine for close-range interaction with other value
systems. As the instructor of "Faith and the Contem-
porary Person" says: "I haven't had students finish this
course feeling 'tossed adrift and the seas of relativism,' or
proselytized away from where they are. They do change,
but the change is consistently toward a firmer grasp of
their own direction, and a stronger ability to dialog."

The third level continues this dialog between the stu-
dent's valuing and the valuing systems she is studying.
Working with valuing in science and technology courses,
she is often surprised to discover how value-laden these
"objective' fields really are. A year-long organic c.Kai-
istry course, for example, begins by having her re earch
the varied groups who have an interest in a given chem-
ical process or product and its uses, and the differing
values they bring to the issue.

Our science faculty are insistent about teaching valu-
ing at this level. 'Valuing is simply fundamental in any
science," says a biologist.

Finally, the fourth level challenges the student to inte-
grate all the valuing abilities she has developed. Starting
usually toward the end of her second year, she applies
her valuing in more complex, long-term situations. In an
advanced psychology course, she can learn the profes-

sional and personal limits that govern human-subject
experimentation by desibing and carrying out her own
experiments. "Creating an experiment," says the instruc-
tor, "is shot through with valuing. The student can't
escape the ethical dimensions; in fact, she discovers that
she doesn't want to. That's something every professional
needs to know."

She works in longer-term, more complex simulations
like that in a Shakespeare course, where she and her
classmates act as the board of a community theater; their
task is to review the plays and decide which ones will be
most appropriate for the community and can be produc-
ed within the theater's resources. "It's too easy for literary
judgment tc become isolated and arbitrary," the instruc-
tor explains. 'This puts her right in the middle, where she
must justify her critical choices and see them generating
real conflicts."

More and more often, the student in her junior and
senior years will work in field settings, operating as a pre-
professional intern in the field she has chosen. Each stu-
dent in nursing and art therapy, for example, keeps a
thorough log of her observations, her diagnoses, and her
actions in dealing with clients and colleagues. She then
reviews the log with her faculty mentor and develops
case studies from key incidents. 'What the student almost
always finds in these case studies," an art therapy instruc-
tor says, "is a disparity between the approaches she had
said she would take and what she actually did under the
stress of the moment. She learns that acting out what you
believe isn't automatic; she has to work at it. Qualities
like supportive listening take a lot of practice."

Most often, the student's field experience occurs in the
context of our Off-Campus Experiential Learning (OCEL)
program. The central feature of the OCEL program is a
weekly on-campus seminar in which students from
several disciplines meet to share their field experiences
and concerns, in the context of an issue-centered course
led by a multi-disciplinary faculty team. "Almost all the
questions that come up in my OCEL seminars have been
valuing problems," a faculty leader says. "Younger stu-
dents have difficulty perceiving commitment or conse-
quences in real terms, even in a simulation; OCEL has a
powerful impact on that. Suddenly this isn't an exercise;
she's not just playing a role, This question of inventor),
control or personnel policy is her decision. What she
decides is who she becomes."

With surprising rapidity, most students move from an
initial COMA:171 with "my goals and values, my credibility,
my ethics" to seeing the interplay between individual
values and community values in an institution. 'The pro-
gress from self to institution to the client as the central
value consideration is a critical one," adds a nursing
instructor. 'We have to help her see that she is not being
asked to change her beliefs, but to extend them into the
human context of patient, family, and hospital."

At the heart of this learning process is our unanimous
insistence, as a faculty, that the life of the liberally
educated professional is a life of commitment, a life
whose daily valuing flows from and returns into the
deepest wellsprings of faith. We insist that both the faith
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at the center and the myriad valuing interactions at the
periphery be, in Socrates' term, examined. We have
learned to respee and support the student whose journey
into faith is just beginning, and who may find it

necessary to be specific about the gods she doesn't believe
in, as C.S. Lewis has put it, in order to find the One she
can embrace. But we do insist on the quest as essential to
her education, and to her life as a professional.

The students who come to Alverno today come with
religious questions and concerns, but without the theo-
logical and ethical language to assist them in articulating
their faith quests. They do come expecting to learn; we
help them discover that to learn is not simply to acquire
knowledge or accumulate credits, but to grow and champ
as a person. They do come expecting to enter a pro-
fession; we help them discover that a professional is not
merely someone with a higher status and salary or better
access to promotion, but someone who "professes" her
deepest beliefs in her work, and in everything she does.

Our Office of Research and Evaluation has been able
to document this pattern of growth. Using a variety of
measures and repeated depth interviews extending
beyond college, they have found that students of all ages
do indeed enter Alverno most strongly motivated by
their visions of a career. For the younger student, this
may simply mean "a good job," or a particular role like
"nurse" or "engineer" that she has admired. For older stu-
dents, career goals are far more specificespecially
among those who are currently employedbut they also
focus on material and tangible elements; their sense of the
deeper meaning of "professional" emerges only in uncer-
tain notions of "becoming more of a person," or "getting
something more out of my life:"

By the time students have been at Alverno for two
years, their goals have begun to modify significantly.
They have taken to themselves the ideas we profess about
learning and growing as lifelong, personal processes; and
they have begun to express the goal of serving others
among their career definitions. What is most gratifying,
these expressed goals of lifelong learning and service do
not disappear once the campus is a memory: at least dur-
ing the first two years beyond college (all we have been
able to study thus far), our graduates continue to profess
these values. What is more, they give dear and often dra-
matic evidence of using these values to provide direction
for their lives.

Followup studies with employers and graduate schools,
and our ongoing contacts with business and professional
networks in our region, confirm that the Alverno grad-
uate is an unusually skilled, motivated and ethically cen-
tered person. Even the market studies of our admissions
office suggest that Alverno is seen as a college which af-
firms its religious roots, and that students of all ages and
religious backgrounds find this an attractive feature. But,
of course, the most detailed and persuasive evidence for
us as educators 's our day-to-day experience with our
students themselves.

We know that ours is an unfinished, evolving cur-
riculum. We are working from unity of vision, but not
toward thoiformity or toward a static, finished system.
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We are committed to an ongoing quit to explore con-
tinually the valuing dimensions of our fields, and to share
them with our students; to provide a mountaintop for the
students where they can see their worldand them-
selveswhole, where they can gain a new perspective
centered in faith, and whence they can serve the world
with vision and commitment.

We have concentrated in this paper on the academic or
educational processessentially classroom timewhich
may raise a question in the reader's mind. What about
the role and function of campus ministry? What about
a.-tivitis which nurture a student's spirituality?

At Alverno we have, like most Catholic colleges, con-
vocations, liturgies, Scripture study groups, reheats,
prayer groups, as well as service organizations through
which students contribute their time to serve others'
needs. However, our students are primarily commuters;
half are over 23 with family and other work respon-
sibilities. Therefore, the only time we are certain of for all
of them is classroom time. (This pattern is today gen-
erally true for most of American higher education, and
especially so for women and minorities.)

For this reason the curriculum must carry a great
responsibility for developing the human processes which
contribute to faith. To depend on leisure time for activ-
ities to nurture that development would be to court
disappointment.

Even if all our students were residents and of tradi-
tional college age, however, we would continue working
as we have described abovefor the very basic reason
that as a college, our mission is the intellectual and moral
development of our students. By enabling them to under-
stand how central valuing is to all dimensions of human
life, we remain true to our mission and thereby serve
both the Church and the world.

At another level, an equally important reason lies in
the life of the college itself. Teaching toward valuing has
not only clarified the values we hold for our students'
development, it has also enabled us to see and work
toward similar goals for ourselves. There is nothing like
trying to teach and model a process, after all, to sharpen
one's awareness of one's own strengths and weaknesses.

We have been recalled again and again to the need for
tact and discretion in such matters as discerning when
analytic questions are creatively challenging the student,
and when they must be deferred to protect her privacy or
to give her time and space for assimilating and reflecting.
We have thus gained a deeper awareness of how impor-
tant it is to create an atmosphere of mutual respect and
acceptance, not only for our students but for ourselves,
an environment in which valuing can be articulated and
explored without the risk of censure.

Each of us also works steadily at creating ways to in-
volve students in the valuing dimensions inherent in his
or her discipline. This has clarified for each of us that
sense of worth and meaning which red us originally to
choose lifelong involvement in our respective fields. It
has better enabled us to profess the "values of the
discipline," and to help our students explore the meaning
of professional commitment.
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In every department and discipline, in on-campus and
off-campus settings, we work to help the student develop
her ability to discern and analyze values, to think
through informed value decisions and to carry them into
action. This college-wide commitment has led us in turn
to reappraise virtually every aspect of our institution as
an expression of a corporate valuing process, as well as
an arena for student development in valuing.

Overall, the experience of teaching valuing for the last
decade has greatly renewed our sense of ourselves as edu-
cators and learners, as colleagues and as members of a
coilegium. We have grown to understand more fully
what lay theologian Robert Greenleaf has said: "What we
have learned, about caring for individual persons, we
must now learn also to give to institutions that call us to
give service together."

For the educational institution is, after all, a means to
focus our caring upon the individual person. It is a cor-
porate body whose distinct purpose is to nurture and

challenge the gifts of each person, and to lead those gifts
to articulate constructively with the human and physical
environments in which each person lives. And it is
through the individual person that such an institution
projects itself into the world most fully.

We have therefore undertaken the challenge of
teaching valuing, as the most needed and effective way in
which we can teach from our Catholic heritage and into
the pluralistic world of our society.

We ate attempting to meet this challenge because we
recognize valuing as an intrinsic and universal human ac-
tivity. Valuing not only touches on the active surfaces of
daily life but also reaches into the depths of self, the "holy
ground" of one's private sense of ultimate meaning. It is a
quintessentially human activity, by which each person
strives toward fulfillment and wholeness. In valuing,
each individual creates a living link between the transcen-
dent mysteries of life and its concrete circumstances.



A New Curriculum Can Make A Difference

James N. Loughran, S.J.

For the past decade or more, faculty, deans,
presidents, the President, politicians, business leaders,
parents, even studentseveryone, it seemshave been
calling for the reexamination of college curricula. Every
few months or so, local newspapers report the sad find-
ings of yet another westigious investigatory commission.
Education editors regularly do features, sprinkled with
snappy quotations, on the topic. Harvard's planned
reform received front-page attention a few years ago, but
then we heard no more. Nor do we hear very much about
curriculum revisions presumably attempted at many
other colleges around the country. What follows is one
small effort to break that silence.

In the Fall of 1980, starting with the freshman "Class of
1984," Fordham College moved from.a loose, "distribu-
tion requirements" curriculum to a more structured core
curriculum. The evidence so far indicates that Fordham's
New Curriculum, according to all normal criteria, has
had a modest yet clear cut success. Consider:

Forty-three percent of the Fordham College class of
1983 (the last under the old curriculum), in a question-
naire at the end of their freshman year, "agreed strongly"
that their course of study was "intellectually stimulating";
the number rose to 55% for the class of 1984 (the first
under the New Curriculum). Forty-one percent of the
class of 1983 agreed strongly that their teaches "empha-
sized writing skills"; it was 51% for the dais of 1984.
"Emphasized critical thinking" went from 43% to 48%.

The same over-all 'pattern of improvement (off a
quite high base) was shown in freshmen responses to
questions probing the level of their contentment at the
college. For example, there was an inane from 52% to
67% who agreed strongly that they had "made several
friends from students in classes." Likewise, 61 4b (versus
56% the previous year) agreed strongly that in the
freshman year they had felt "at home at Fordham," and
65% (versus 55% the previous year) weed strongly they
had been "right to choose Fordham." On the other end of
the scale, the percentage of students who "disagreed
slightly' or "disagreed strontly" on these questions
dropped in all cases to less than 10%. Incidentally, the
faculty were not at all surprised with these findings; they
had, already noticed a surge in morale and academic
vitality among the freshmen of the class of 1984.

Father Loughran, the former Dews of Foram College, is now
President of Loyola-Marymount University.

In the following Fall, 1981 semester, Fordham's
upperdass enrollment showed an increase of 74 studepts.
It Is certain that retention of the class of 1984 into
sophomore year was the most important reason for this
increase.

Another encouraging statistic was a comparison of
"failure" and "withdrawal" grades between the damn of
1903 and 1984 over the two semesters of their freshman
years. Course failures dropped from a total of 242 in the
des of 1983 to 226 for the dais of 1984. Withdrawals
dropped from 290 to 241. What makes these number
more ingressive than at first they seem is that the class of
1984 freshmen took, as we shall see, five courses each
semester, whereas the days of 1983 took only four.

When you see it spelled out, Fordham's curriculum
revision may well look like an exercise in "academic engi-
neering," even a "reshifting of requirements"; but these
plodding means are meant to realize lofty ends. Among
them are: greater clarity on and commitment to the col-
lege's ideals and purposes; improved teaching and learn-
ing,: increased faculty, student, and faculty - student inter
action; and institutional openness to self-aiticism and to
new curricular and pedagogiod strategies. Although schools
differ greatly in resorwors, traditions, size, internal
politics, student body, etc., I doubt that Fordham is that
different from other classical liberal arts colleges -strug-
gling to preserve their integrity at the end`of the twentieth
century. Finally, it should be noted that Rya= ;domed
and executed this curricuhnn revision at very little finan-
cial cost and with no additional, administntive assistance
or even a single "coune-release" for faculty!

A Brief History %.

In 1%9, Fordham College adopted a 4-c_ arse, 4-credit
curriculum. That is, the ordinary student load became
four courses, each worth 4 credits, each semester. All,
students were expected to fulfill the following "distribu-
tion requirements" prior to graduation:

5 anuses in philosophy and theology (at least 2 in
each)
2 courses in Engnsh (with Composition a possible
choice)
I to 3 courses in modern or doodad language
A.D. students had to reach a literature -level, and
college entry-level was determined by a profidency
exam)
3 courses in social scone and history (at least I in
each)
3 courses In math and/or science (wholly according
to the student's choice).
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Students also had to fulfill the requirements of a
major-10 counts on the average. Thus A.B. students
normally had anywhere from 6 to 9 "free electives" in
completing the 32 courses needed for graduation.

Faculty criticisms of this curriculum mounted during
the 1970s. Typical were these:

Students, especially freshmen and sophomores who
tended to take introductory and skills courses, could
benefit from more classroom exposure. A four course
semester was not challenging enough. Nor was a typical
freshman program of, say, (1) English Composition, (2)
Finite Mathematics, (3) Intermediate French, and (4)
Introduction to Sociology likely to be intellectually
stimulating.

a The curriculum was not sufficiently structured or
integrated.

Students tended to choose their courses randomly
and haphazardly, postponing requirements not to their
liking or unknown to them.

Students often fulfilled distribution requirements by
taking specialized courses with esoteric or narrow subject
matter. The distribution system did not guarantee study
of the main ideas, events, figures, methodologies, and
writings familiar to an educated person. Fordhan's curric-
ulum did not stress the historical perspective sufficiently.

Despite all efforts at advising and guidance, fresh-
men, especially, often chose the wrong courseswhether
too easy or too difficult. Freshmen needed special atten-
tion because of the adjustment they must make and the
diversity (and often weakness) of their high school
backgrounds.

Because students were rarely in class together for
more than one course, there was no,t enough of ashared
learning experience" or "common intellectual discourse"
among them. Students, especially commuters, found the
aeSaemic setting not conducive to forming friendships or
feeling "at home."

The attrition rate, although not alarming, was too
high.

Faculty too often had to deal with too many dif-
ferent kinds of students in classesstudents with diverse
backgrounds, abilities, interests; classes made up of
freshmen and seniors and everything in between; majors
and non-majors, etc. Thus faculty teaching upper-level
courses often could take nothing for granted about the
academic background of their students. This was a his-
trating situation not only for faculty, but also for
students.

Faculty did not have the sense of working in collegial
fashion towards the education of their students. Their
classrooms, syllabi, goals, etc. had no obvious connec-
tion with those of their colleagues.

There were omissions and imbalances in the distrib-
ution requirements. For example (and for complicated
political and historical reasons), Art and Musk,
Psychology, Communications, and Afro-American
Studies were excluded as distribution chokes; these was
no guarantee that a student would take courses in both

mathematics and science; important as foreign language
study is, many felt that five 4 credit courses over two and
one-half acackmic years was too much to demand even
of students beginning language study in college.

Not enough explicit attention was being given to
ethical and religious questions.

Many noticed that seniors, looking back over four
years of "getting requirements out of the way," seemed
finally to recognize the philosophy and value of a Ford-
ham liberal arts education. The question was raised:
what could be done to get students to have this realiza-
tion earlier in their academic lives?

A six-member curriculum committee was formed in
the spring of 1976 and then expanded to fifteen mem-
berseleven faculty, two students, two deansin the
spring of 1977. The committee worked hard and long
with much consultation for two years before finally
presenting their 'Proposal for a Structured Core Cur-
riculum" for a faculty referendum in April, 1979. The
faculty approved the new curriculum by a vote of
118-81. During academic year 1979-1980, departments
and Individual faculty planned for the implementation of
the "New Curriculum," to begin with the freshman class
in Fall, 1980. The transition has been effected smoothly
with the (sometimes reluctant) cooperation of all in-

volvedfaculty, students, and staff. The first class under
the New Curriculum graduated last May; the New
Curriculum is now fully in place.

Structure and Strategies of the New Curriculum

It should be stressed that none of the criticism of the
"old" curriculum attacked the traditions or underlying
liberal arts philosophy of a Fordham College education.
The curriculum committee understood its mandate to be
the proposal of new curricular and pedagogical strategies
for better achieving Fordham's educational.goals. What
follows is a list of the chief features of the New Curric-
ulum. Accompanying each are remarks which explain the
feature and, where possible, report outcomes so far.
Notice that, cumulatively, the list addresses all of the dif-
ficulties with the "old" curriculum outlined above.

1. Freshmen and sophomores take five courses each
semester juniors and seniors continue to take four. There
is a difference in credit value-3 versus 4 to the dif-
ferent level courses, but the difference is played down.
The five-course program in freshman and sophomore
years has "toughened up" the academic life of the college.
It is doubtful tit faculty, used to the old curriculum,
have become less demanding. Our questiOnnake revealed
that the great majority of class of 1984 freshmen, despite
being very much aware that they had five courses while
all other students had four, did not resent the additional
class time. And they protested in slightly lower numbers
that there were "too many required courses." They seem
to We enjoyed their classes( In addition, restricting
upper-division courses to juniors and seniors (and an
occasional sophomore probing his/her special interests or
choke of major) allows faculty to insist on higher quality
(arid an even greater quantity) of work.
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Fordltant College's New Curriculum
Sample Bachelor of Arts Program

The following is a sample four-year prow= for an A.B. student who has decide -I to major in Political Science with a

concentration in comparative politics. (No allowance is made here for students with Advanced Placement or other col-
lege credit, with advanced standing in foreign hutguage study, or with an exemption from composition; this is the fullest

possible program. B.S. students follow a slightly difhsent sequence).

Fall

1. The Experience of Literature (a)
2. Introduction to Metaphysic (a)
3. German I
4. Energy: Hard and Soft Paths (b)
5. English Composition

1. Historical Development of Modern America (a)
2. Search for the Historical Jesus (a)
3. German Ill
4. Ecology, a Human Approach (b)
5. Introduction to Political Socialization (f)

1. Government and Social Policy (e)
2. Comparative Democracy (0
3. Calculus with Geometry (g)
4. Fundamentals of irstics (g)

1. Comparative Ethics (c)
2. Soviet Economic Policy (f)
3. Marxism (f)
4. The History of Irrivrial Russia (g)

Freshman Year

1. Historical Development of the Modern World (a)
2. Foundations of Theological Study (a)
3. German II
4. Introduction to Politics (d)
5. Computer Science (b)

Sophomore Year

1. The Development of Literature (a)
2. Theory of Knowledge (a)
3. German IV
4. Introduction to World Art (b)
5. International Polcal Economy (f)

Junior Year

1. Reason and Folly in European Literature (c)
2. Political Change in Latin America (1)
3. Comparative Politics of the heck& East (f)
4. Fundamentals of Macroeconomics (g)

Senior Year*

1. Evil in the Christian Tradition (c)
2. Resources and World Politic) (0
3. Social Psychology (P
4. The Broadway Musical (g)

(a)-"Clusined" Core course in English, history, philosophy, theology.
(h)-Core-area course.
(c)- Core - Enrichment course.
(d)-Core-Area and major comm.
(e)-Core-Emichment and major course.
(0-Major course (in political science).
(g)- Elective.

*Students with above a 3.5 grade point average may take a fifth course in junior and senior years.
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2. All freshmen take the same Core humanities courses,
two each semester, in English ('The Experience if
Literature"'), history ("Historical Development of the
Modern World"2), philosophy ("Introduction to
Metaphysics")), and theology ("Foundations of
Theological Study"). The Core courses in freshman and
sophomore years attempt to realize Fordham's traditional
placement of the humanities at the center of a liberal arts
education. Courses restricted to freshmen, moreover,
allow faculty to attend more easily to the special needs of
first-year students: advising, attention to study and
writing skills, explanation of the meaning and value of a
liberal arts education, etc. Our aim is to continue "fresh-
mAn orientation" throughout the year in the classrooms
of these courses.

3. All sophomores take the same Core humanities
courses in English ("The Development of Literatures)
and philosophy ('Theory of Knowledge") one semester,
and choose among several courses in history and
theology in the other semester.' The sophomore Core
courses obviously build on the previous year's study.
They also allow faculty to give special attention to
second7year students. Not fully anticipated was the sense
of unity of class year that developed because of these
courses"the class of '84," "the class of '85," etc. The
Core courses also facilitate, for administration, student
leaders and others, communication with a particular
class.

4. All freshman Core courses are paired or
"clustered." Freshmen can choose from among all six
possible combinations (e.g., English-philosophy, history-

Readings in the great works of English Literature from the Middle
Ages through the end of the 17th century, including the work of
Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton: and introduction to poetry and
drama and to the vocabulary and methods of literary analysts and
appreciation.
2An introduction to the modem world since 1700, treating topics in
political, economic, social and intellectual history, and to categories
of historical thought essential to historical analysis. e.g., facts and
interpretaticm. "objectivity" and "subjectivity," historical causation.
2An introduction to philosophy through metaphysics; a study of the
genesis of philosophical thought in Plato, Aristotle and Thomas
Aquinas. About forty percent of the course is devoted to the instruc-
tor's own interests in the general area of metaphysics.
'An examination of the basis of religion in human experience; forms
of religion; content and expressions of the Judaeo-Christian tradition
with apposite comparisons with other traditions.
'A study of English and American poetry, fiction and drama from the
eighteenth ^entury to the presto, indudisqj at least one important
literary figure from each major period,
l'An introduction to the problem of knowledge through selected
readings from Descartes, Hume, Kant, and other texts of the instruc-
tor's choice. The nature of knowledge and belief, certainty and doubt,
truth, evidence. conceptual change and standards of rationality are
among the topics investigated.

7Sophornort history Cave courses ate chosen from among. "Historical
Development of Modern America", "Historlad Deveiopmem of
Medieval Europe", and "Melones! Development of Greece and
Rome". Sophomore theology Core comes deal with the historical
sources of religious belief, its sacred literature and its dassic testi-
monies. Among the offerings am: -Christianity and the Bible, Intro-
duction to the Old Testament", "The Gospels of Mark and Luke",
"Search for the Historical Jesus", "Classic Texts of the Reformation
and Counter-Reformation", and "Readings in the Great Scriptures of
the World .
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theology, etc.); that is, two faculty from different
disciplines teach the same group of students and collabor-
ate where possible. "Clustering" assumes that imagina-
tive and liberally educated faculty should be able to com-
pare and find connections between their disciplines, help
students take a synthetic view of their studies, design pro-
jects or plan events that are mutually helpful. It invites
from faculty the maximum response to interdisciplinwy
courses and team-teaching. At a minimum, it brings
students together for more than one course, thus aiding
friendship, conversation about ideas, and intellectual
community. The clearest and most significant result from
the questionnaires was that, on every question, com-
muter students (slightly more than fifty percent of the
class) showed a sharper rise in positive response than resi-
dent students. This unanticipated finding is especially
encouraging in that Fordham College is more pressured,
in these days of declining numbers of high school
graduates, to attract and retain qualified commuter
students (it is no problem at all to fill the residence halls).
Not all faculty were generous or imaginatilre enough to
work together, and the questtynnaires did reveal
widespread disappointment with "clustering.", Un-
doubtedly we raised students' expectations to too high a
level. Signs now are that student expectations are more
realistic, and faculty, as they gain more experience, are

finding it easier to collaborate.
S. Sophomore Core courses in English and philosophy

are similarly "clustered." Because of the diversity of sub-
ject matter, the sophomore history and theology courses
are not paired. But sophomores take English and philoso-
phy one semester, history and theology in the other.
Sophomore year is a transitional year. Only sophomores
take the second-year Core courses. Sophomores and
freshmen, but no upperclassmen, take "Core-Area"
courses together (see below). Sophomores are in class
with juniors and seniors as they begin their major. The
New Curriculum assures an interesting blend of homog-
eneity and heterogeneity in age and background in class-
rooms throughout the college.

6. About seventy per cent of the freshmen are placed
in an English Composition course. Although the majority
of freshmen take an English Composition course, faculty
teaching freshman Core and even Core-Area courses are
encouraged to work with students on both their written
and oral expression.

7. All freshmen begin or continue study of a classical
or modern kir:gunge. B.S. students take a minimum of
two semesters of foreign -language; A.B. students must
reach a literature level which can take one to four semes-
ters. The literature-level courses of both classics and
modern languages are fully Core-Area courses, meant to
complement and relate in content to the entire freshman-
sophomore curriculum. The sequence of courses in the
modem languages aims to give students both reading and
speaking facility in the language.

8. Freshman and sophomores round out their pro-
grams with required "Core-Area" courses. Core-Area
courses are introductory level courses in: Physical
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Science (Cherfistry and Physics; one course); Life Science
(Psychology and Biology; one course); Social Science
(Anthropology. Economics, Political Science, Sociology;
one course); An and Music (one course); Mathematics
(one course at competency level); Foreign Language (1-4
courses depending or. placement).

Core-Area courses are selected in the order students
wish, but must be completed by the end of sophomore
year. To a certain extent, in conjunction with the Core
courses, Core-Area courses are intended to acquaint
students with the in* ideas, figures, events, writings,
works of art, etc. that have shaped the contemporary
western world. They also introduce stuffings to various
disciplines and methodologies that play a central role in
understanding and dealing with today's world. They are
called "Core-Area" courses since the syllabi have been
planned withihe Core and the rest of the curriculum in
mind. The New Cuniculurn is attempting to eliminate en-
tirely the notion of disaete, self-contained "distribution"
courses, Fmally, the Core-Area arrangement makes size
that every student takes courses in art or music and in
both mathematics and science.

9. Juniors and seniors must complete four "Core-
Enrichment" courses, one from each of the following
areas: (1) Ethics and Philosophy of Values; (2) 'Theolog-
ical Questions': (3) Literature and Communications");
and (4) Social consciousness"." According to the
original curriculum document, Core Enrichment courses
in junior and senior year have a twofold purpose: (a) to
show the significance of the various academic disciplines
for coming to grips with the processes/problems of living
in the contemporary pluralist world; and (b) to deal ex-
plicitly with questions of policy, value, and ethics, both
personal and social. The Curriculum Implementation
Committee has added two other emphases for determin-
ing "enrichment" courses in the new curriculum: (c)
because of the almost exclusively Euro- American focus of
freshman and sophomore courses, faculty have been par-
ticularly encouraged to design courses which treat non-
western history, cultures, and values; and (d) on a
smaller scale, courses in both non - western and non-
English literary masterpieces in translation have been n-
cluded, whether contemporary or not. No sophomores
are permitted to take these courses. Juniors and seniors
are urged to spread them out, ideally by taking one of the

'Among the Core Enrichment comes in Ethics and Philosophy of
Value are: -Eihk*". "Comparative Ethics", "Ethics and Life Se noes",

"Ethics in Corporate Law and Business", and "Moral Values in a
Technological Society".
"Among the Core Enridunent courses in Theological Questions are:
"Human Life and Sacraments", 'Theology of Marriage". "Evil in the
Christian Tradition", -Panorama of World Rebgions", and 'Theology
and the Experience of Death and Dying".
°Among the Core Enrichment courses in Literatwe and Communica-
tions art "The Here in Greek and Roman Mythology", "Television:
Focus and Filter of the World", "Reason and Folly In European
Literature", and "The Romance of King Arthur".
"Among the Core Enrichment comes in Social Consciousness are:
'Tice Afro-American in American Life and Culture". "Development
Economics", "Government and Soda/ Policy", "Soviet Society
Today", and "Peace, War, and the Arms Race".

four each semester. Thus, "general education" will go on,
in a muca more flexible way, even as a student concen-
trates on a major and pursues, through electives, per-
sonal interests. Our hope is that this timing, as a student
develops personally and academically in the last two
years of college, will help to foster a habit of reading and
reflectkm, a sensitivity to moral issues, and an apprecia-
tion of pluralistic modem society that will continue and
grow after college.

10. Every s student must complete a major, Majors
average ten courses and usually have some overlap with
Core and/or Core-Area and/or Core-Enrichment
courses. Some departments have had to alter their
requirements slightly in view of the structure and content
of the New Curriculum. In both the years of planning
and in the years of implementation, the college's curric-
ulum committees have paid slight attention to depart-
mental and inter-departmental majors. Nevertheless, the
New Curriculum has changed the introductory comes of
most non - science majors. and the Core-Enrichment
courses (which count towards the major) have affected
significantly the major offerings in many &payments.
Most noteworthy, perhaps, is that faculty teaching major
(and all upper -level) courses are able to presume a com-
mon academic background (both skills and course con-
tent) in their students and to build on that foundation.

11. Students complete their 4-ycar program with "free
electives," For most students, because of the additional
courses in freshman and sophomqr years, there is slight-
ly more room for electives than unaer the old curriculum.
The New Curriculum, while allowing a certain measure
of choice within bounds, forces students to postpone,
appropriately, their electives until at least sophomore
year when they know the college better and their interests
and educational goals have had time to mature. The
introduction of the Core-Enrichment courses (students
may take as many as they wish) has altered significantly
the options for electives available to students. In the aca-
demic years 1982-1984, Ford ham College experienced the
greatest addition of new, imaginative, and integrated
course offerings in its history.

Other Effects of F-ordham's Curriculum Revision

Religious Formation: At the end AI theii freshman
year, 65% of the class of 1984 agreita that "my courses
deepened my appreciation of religious values"; it was
42% the year before. The sharp increase would seem to
have a simple explanation. Under the old CWTICIetilln
students often postponed taking a theology course until
after freshman year. Under the New Curriculum, every
freshman takes a theology courseand one with a sensi-
ble content. (There would undoubtedly have been similar
results for similar reasons if we had inquired rthout
appreciation of literature, history, and philosophy.) It
may also be that the Increased sense of community on
campus has had positive influence on the religious lives of

the freshmen.
Faculty Development: Underlying the planning and

implementation of the New Curriculum has been an
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important faculty development dimension that promises
to continue. For several years faculty have had to think
and talk about Fordham College and how to achieve its
educational ideals and goals. Discussion has gone on
within and between departments, on and off campus.
Most faculty, with their colleagues or alone, have had to
design and teach new courses. The expectations, spirit,
and friendliness of the Les1.-nen and sophomores have
raised the morale of many faculty. In short, because of
the New Curriculum, faculty know one another better,
work together mote, and do their teaching with greater
enthusiasm and energy.

Co-curricular Activities: There is also a co-curricular
dimension to the New Curriculum. Faculty (and
students) have been encouraged to plan special events,
such as guest lectures, films, debates, symposia, etc., dur-
ing or outside of class time and on or off campus, to com-
plement counle material and add an informal, social ele-
ment to the learning process. On a larger scale, a dassical
films series has been organized through the Dean's office
to show films requested by faculty teaching Core and
occasionally, Core-Area coursesfor example, Shakes-
pearean plays, 'Tom Jones," 'The Rules of the Game,"
"Grand Illusion," etc. In connection with Core-
Enrichment courses, the "Tuesday Club," a weekly
faculty lecture series run by the Dean's office, promotes
discussion of complex or urgent contemporary issues.

Campus Life: Finally, the New Curriculum has affected
student campus life. The sense of class identity and the
advantages for commuter students have alread been
mentioned.Student leaders are finding it easier to com-
municate, organize, and gain support for their pro-
jectsfor example, a highly successful Sophomore Week,
which brought many sophomores together for various
cultural, social, and informational events. In general, the
New Curriculum, because it stimulates friendship and in-
terest in teaching and earning, has helped to raise the
intellectual and moral tone of the campus.

The Future

With the introduction of Core Enrichment courses, the
New Curriculum is fully in place. Students now follow a
very different course of study than under the old cur-
riculum; faculty are teaching new courses and facing new
teaching situations. It is not an exaggeration to claim that
this curriculum revision has radically transfoitned the
college. In fact, to talk about the future of the New Cur-
riculum is realty to talk about the future of Fordham Col -
lee. In the past four yews, much time and energy have
been spent on the practical details of implementation:
scheduling, instructions and explanations to faculty and
students, registration procedures, catalogue preparation,
and the like. The tasks before the college now are rather
different; they can be presented under four headings.

Concentration on Particular Academic Arras: At this
point, Fordham is in more relaxed and reflec-
tive fashion, to isolate the cuniculum for
special attention. Programs largely overlooked in plan-
ning and implementing the curriculumfor example,

majors, honors programs, pre-professional courses, and
internshipscan now be examined. A closer look can be
taken at policies concerning transfer students, advanced
standing, and students in the College of Business. The
College has the time and context to find ways to deal bet-
ter with some of the perennial problems of liberal arts
collegesscience for non-majors, writing and speech,
foreign language instruction. It should continue to assist
the efforts of Core faculty to work together more doggy,
of Core -Area faculty to abandon the "distrthution
requirement" mentality, of Core Enrichment faculty to be
innovative and current. In short, according to necessity
or preference, the structure and direction of the cur-
riculum facilitates short-range and long-range plans for
the improvement of the college.

Faculty Development: The New Curriculum should
continue to be a stimulus toward better teaching, more
dedicated scholarship, and more fruitful faculty discus-
sion. It makes obvious sense for faculty within depart-
ments to meet occasionally to exchange course ideas,
bthliography, and teaching strategies for the basic

courses of the curriculum. Inter-departmental seminars
or events, perhaps with outside experts, should be organ-
ized around curriculum topics that cut across the disci-
plinesfor example, more narrowly, "Aristotle's
Poetics," "The Copernican Revolution," "Religions and
Politics"; more broadly, "The Impact of Karl Marc,"
"The Arms Race," "Facts and Values." Careful orienta-
tion shall have to be given each year to new faculty,
teaching fellows aid the occasional adjunct instructor.
Finally, the challenge to keep the curriculum "new" gives
the college added reason to continue its young tradition
of the faculty 'meeting in large session each January (one
day on campus) and each May (two days off campus) to
discuss college matters in an informal setting.

Campus Life and Atmosphere: The New Curriculum
has already raised morale and the intellectual tone on
campus in a variety of ways: by being a more demanding
and sensible course of study, by creating a sense of class
and year identity, by encouraging faculty-student contact
and cooperation in co-curricular activities, by facilitating
friendship. The time seems ripe for faculty to take (back!)
greater responsibility for the whole of campus life. In alli-
ance with the Dean of Students office, an attempt is being
made to strengthen undergraduate academic clubs
housed within departments and to promote for all stu-
dent -clubs the involvement of faculty, especially as of-
ficial "advisors." The college must find ways to draw
closer to the academic makistrearn such divergent groups
as the Career Planning and Placement office, the
Counseling Center, the residence halls staff, campus
ministries, athletics, student government, etc.

Evolution of the Curriculum: It is not unfair to say
that, with the establishment of the old cuniculuns, the pie
had been cut up, the pieces distributed. Faculty went
back to their departments and, for the most part, taught
their courses in splendid isolation. Even years later, many
were only vaguely aware of the shape and details of the
whole curriculum. It was impossible for the curriculum
to evolve. With the New Curriculum, provision has been
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made so that this will not be the case. As noted above,
guidelines for upper-level Core Enrichment courses have
already been revised. The English department has re-
ceived approval to reverse, and modify somewhat, its
freshman and sophomore courses (one lemon for this is
to improve "dwitering" possibilities). The philosophy
department is experimenting with a revision of the con-
tent of its freshman course. In brief, the New Curriculum
is not regarded as something fixed foreveror until the
next traumatic overhaul a decade or two from now. The
Curriculum Conunittee, working out of the Dean's of-
fke, is insisting that departments and individual faculty
evaluate their contribution to the curriculum and propose
Improvements. The mechanisms are in place to assure the
gradual evolution of the curriculum.

Conclusion: Some Keys to Success

As anyone with experience in these matters knows,
resistance to curriculum refonn is enormous. Faculty,
who are quick to point out what is missing or gone stale,
nevertheless want to keep on doing the same old thing
themselves. Vice-presidents are preoccupied with com-
puter print-outs and daily crises, and the last thing they
want to hear about is anything that will cost money. So
what was the secret of Fordham College's success? The
most surprising thing, perhaps, in the list of observations
that follows is that there are no surprises. Most of it is
common sensea virtue, admittedly, that often eludes
college teachers and administrators.

It was understood from the outset that no additions
or trade-offs in faculty lines would be made to accommo-
date the exigencies of a new curriculum. This assured the

. hard-nosed, personal involvement of the facuky since
they would be the ones to do the work. It also assured
continuity with the old curriculum and its basic philoso-
phy since radical changes (for very practical, political
reasons) were unthinkable. Incidentally, throughout the
planning stages, the committee was careful to demur
strate to the administration (by means of computer print-
outs!) that its proposals would not upset department
balance or increase faculty costs.

The eleven faculty on the committee were not only
patient and cooperative hard-workers who knew the col-
lege well; they were also esteemed by their fellow faculty
for both their personal qualities and professional com-
petence. Undoubtedly many who were hesitant to vote
for the New Curriculum did so because of their high
regard for its designers.

Most importantly, perhaps, in spite of the inevitable
squabbles and compromkes, there was always a lively
sense of the students' point of viewwhat it was and
would be him to experience and complete the college's
course of study. Both the committee and the Dean's of-
fice, in presenting the curriculum proposal to the faculty,
endorsed it primarily as a means to improve teaching and
learning at Fordham. Thus the main arguments for and
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against the New Curriculum centered on its potential as a
strategy for the libera. I education of the reasonably
talented mut well-prepared young men and women who
make up Fordhimfs student body.

The planning committee consulted widely and often:
meeting with the endue faculty, with just the natural
science or social science or humanities faculty, with in-
dividual departments, with departmental committees
and/or chairpersons. At various intervals, faculty mem-
bers received by mail documentation indicating the com-
mittee's progress and asking for suggestions. Thus every
faculty member had at least a general idea of what was
transpirim no one could legitimately complain that he
or she had not been consulted or kept informed.

Special efforts were made in the secuitment and
orientation of the first freshman dass to explain in detail
and with measured enthusiasm the workings and oblec-
fives of the New Curriculum. In preparation for each
subsequent semester, via mailings and meetings, the
Dean's office has not only pointed out what lay ahead
but also discussed again the underlying educational phil-
osophy. The students appreciate that the college seems to
know what it is doing; they dearly have enjoyed their
sense of being pioneers. The class of 1984 has passed
along much of this same spirit to the classes that have
followed them.

Finally, I like to come out from behind this
third-person narrative and commentary. A faculty
member in Fordham's philosophy department, I became
Dean of the college just after the vote in favor of the New
Curriculum. I had not been deeply involved in the curric-
ulum discussions. As the new Dean, not only did I enjoy
the traditional "honeymoon" relationship with the
faculty, but I could speak of the curriculum document as
"our" plan for reformno more "mine" than "theirs."
Nor did I have to worry about what had taken place in
the original committee; my responsibility was to be faith-
ful to the document approved by faculty vote, not to the
"understood" interpretations of committee members. All
of this helped me receive quite remarkable departmental
and faculty cooperation for a massive, but smooth and
rapid curriculum change. After three years, with the cur
ricuiwn essentially in, place and lest I be caught in admin-
istration forever, I returned to the philosophy depart-
ment. This twmover in the Dean's office, as the last,
seemed to have been veelkimed. The college had come
through the labor paths and birth of its New Curricuhsni;
it had also just received hefty financial support from a
prestigious foundation. New leadershipwith fresh
ideas, another "honeymoon" periodhas helped to keep
the curriculum new.

Meanwhile, back to the dawroom, I found a more
manageable and stimulating teaching situatkin, an in-
creased collegiality a:id guitar faculty-student exchange
and trust. It is dear to me: curriculum reform has IOW-
rection power; it need not be like "moving a cemetery."
A new curriculum can make a difference.
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Education for Justice:
Concern, Commitment and Career

David J. 013fien

To dedikate your new Center for Social Comm? you
have invited this old grad to speak: that is always risky. I
am reminded of the day the retiring chairman of our
Board of Trustees at Holy Qom, in a farewell address to
the faculty, reminisced about his life lore love affair with
the Jesuits a student, aktmnus, benefactor and trustee.
Our Jesuits today am few among the teachers, many
among the administrators, and we faculty are a
somewhat jaded, unsentimental lot, so we remained un-
touched by his teats and unmoved by his memories. It
occurred to me that day that I would make a terrible
trustee at None Dame, because every time I hear Father
Hesbwgh speak cherished memories flood over me,
memories of the grotto, of nonviolent combat with rec-
tors, snowball fights outside the old dining hall and, most
sharply etched of all, Dick Lynch scoring the winning
touchdown to snap Oklahoma's record winning streak in
1958: "Anything you want, Father, is fine with me." And
so today: I wish to speak critically and constructively
about Catholic higher education and social concerns, a
subject on which I hold some rather passionate opinions.
But it is hard for me to be critical here at Notre Dame,
even harder to believe that I have something constructive
to say about this place which formed me and which I
regard, and I am not afraid to say it, with love.

So I begin with Notre Dame as it sent me forth into the
world twenty-three years ago. We were a generation
proud of our church and proud of our country, ready
and anxious to move into the forefront of American life
to take those places of Fudge and leadership long denied
our people. When we arrived in the mainstream we had
no intention of going with the flow. The United States of
the 1950's wok in our eyes, provincial, narrow - minded
and wont of all, dull. We wee going to make it more in-
teresting, more enegetic, more conmitted to completing
what one of our heroes, John F. Kennedy, called the "un-
finished business" of American denocracy. Abroad we
somehow combined the idealism of another hero, Tom
Dooley, with the Itill commies for alder ndbtance of
an anti-hero, Joseph McCrady. Those of us who wee

Dr, O'Brien I Associate Prufawar of History at The Coikss of
the Holy Gnaw.

'The matt article is adopted from his dedication address for
the Center Social Concerns at the the of Notre Dane,
gym.

Meals thought Dooley a bit naive and McCarthy much
too crude, but we would defend the goals of both amt
the criticism of those Protestant and secular liberals we
admired and hated at the sane tine. Contrary to popular
'mythology, we were not part of a Catholic culture which
confined religion to the sacristy. Ott the contrary we
thought that to be Catholic was to partidrzte in a
worldwide organization which was in the forefront of
defending Christian values and American ideals, which
we thought were identical, self-evident and true. On my
graduation day Cardinal Montini of Milan, later Rape
Paul VI, and President Dwight Eisenhower were the
speakers: "God, Country and Notre Dame."

All of us, I think, :nodded in agreement when President
Eisenhower told us that "our society can no longer
tolerate (the) delitujuerwy" of political passivity and
challenged us not only to take an active part in politics
but, in our business and professional lives, to dedicate
ourselves to "raising the political standards of the body
politic. "1 I felt then, and I feel now, that the education I
received at Notre Dame, for all its limitations, was an
education for such public responAility. I had every op it
portunity to learn that them were problems of racism,
economic injustice -and cultural paralysis at home and
even mote premiss problems of poverty, politiesh op-
pression and violence abroad. The range at political
viewpoints was not narrow; there. wee admirers of
nbrothy Day and William F. Breddey here on campus
and they were not quiet about their views. Liberal arts
students, at least, knew that John Tracy Ellis had net-
cized American Catholics for th: poverty of theirs:own in-
tellectual life and the absence of a significant contribution
to American culture as a whole, and many of our pro-
fessor; believed strongly that they and their students
were launching themselves into the middle bf the nation's
cultural debates. There was, in short, no shop separation
of religion and secular life, no denial of the ap-
propriateness of moral evaluation of public hews, and
no absence of encouragement to think about ow lives
and vocations in terms of the rad needs of the nation and
the world.

Much has happened since that June day when Sim-
hoverer addressed my Now Dame graduating claw Many
things about the country, the church and higher educe-
tint we then took for granted have become mobkmatk.

1NCWC News !sesta, New tt, SW.



A serous of national crises, from racism and assassinations
through Vietnam to the present controvasies over
nuclear arms, together with a steadily deteriorating level
of public discourse, have contributed to eroding con-
fidence in our national institutions and limiting the at-
tractiveness of political engagement. The convergence of
changes in society at large with the transformed character
of the Catholic population and the changes In Catholic
self understanding resulting from Vatican II have radi-
cally altered the American Catholic church The older
Catholic subculture has all but collapsed, and a new
voluntarism has produced an evangelical style far re-
moved from the sacramental and very Catholic con-
sciousness so strong in 1960. As Robert Bellah has noted,
the sense of Church as tlw body of Christ has all but
disappeared before the rise of mystical and sectarian
religious styles, producing a religious culture marked by
a high degree of individualism, the privatization of
religious concerns, and the loss of a sqir of "the com-
mon good, of that which is good in itserind not just the
good of private desire."'

All of this has had its effect on Catholic higher educa-
tion, so that its distinctive sense of identity and mission
has been jeopardized, if not lost. While the American
bishops have reaffirmed their commitment to higher
education, and while parents and alumni remain
remarkably loyal, faculty, administrators and many
students understandably wonder whether the Catholic
character of each institution extends beyond the presence
of the campus ministry and a still strong theology depart-
ment. If the relationship between the university and the
Church has become problematic, the university shares as
well in the general troubles besetting higher education
and American culture as a whole, particularl the decline
of a sense of public responsibility linked to the loss of a
common language and common symbols which might
allow for the civil discourse through which we are sup-
posed to associate ethics and public policy. Internally,
this fragmentation of the body politic is confirmed by the
autonomous power of departments and disciplines, the
decline of general education, the absence of a unifying
sense of mission, and the apparent inability of the schools
to deal creatively with such public issues as racism.
economic justice and nuclear amts.

At the same time, the Church has become ever more
insistent about its educational mission, The key to
Catholic renewal is found in John XXIII's conviction that
the Church should "serve man as such and not only
Catholics. .defend above all d the rights
of the human person and not just hose of the Catholic
Church."' Parent in Terris, whose twentieth anniversary
we celebrated in 1983, contained charter of renewal in
its list of human rights, its ; on the obligation of
all citizens to participate in structures of public

=Robert eeflah. "Re lgion and Power in America Today." Proceedings,
Catholic Theological Society of America. WWI] (1952). pg. 24.
'Zahn XXIII. quoted In Giancarlo Ziatcda, The Utopia of Pope John,

(Orbis. 10751, pg. 246.
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life in which those rights could be realized, and its
challenge to overcome fear with love and find alter-
natives to war. Pope John issued a powerful appeal for a
Christian education appropriate to the magnitude of the
church's mission in the modem world:

Indeed, it happens in many quarters and too often
that there is no proportion between scientific training
and religious instruction: the former continues and is
extended until it reaches higher degrees, while the lat-
ter remains at an elementary level. It is indispensable,
therefore, that in the training of youth, education
shotrillPbe complete and without interruption; namely,
that in the minds of the young, religious values should
be cultivated and the moral conscience refined, in a
manner to keep pace with the continuous and ever
more abundant assimilation of scientific and technical
knowledge. And it is indispensable too that they be in-
structed regarding the proper way to carry out their
actual tasks.'

This insistence is repeated again and again in all the ma-
jor document! of the modern church, from Vatican II
through the speeches and encyclicals of John Paul II.
Even our American bishops argued in 1972 that:

The success of the Church's educational mission will
also be judged by how well it helps the Catholic com-
munity to see the dignity of human We with the vision
of Jesus and involves itself in the search for solutions
to the pressing problems of society. Christians are
obliged to seek justke and peace in the world.
Catholics individually and collectively should loin
wherever possible with all persons of good will in the
effort to solve social problems in ways which con-
sistently reflect Gospel values.'

In their most recent statement on this subject the bishops
echo Eisenhower's plea of 1960: 'Those who enjoy the
benefits of Catholic higher education have the obligation
to provide our society with leadership on matters of
justice and human rights.' The goal of our educational
enterprise, therefore, can not be a comfortable accom-
modation to the society around us, nor even the limited
public spiritedness which my generation thought ade-
quate to the nation's unfinished business, but to help
form what the Vatican Council called "those great
souled persons who are so desperately required by our

Responding to this challenging call to renewal, and to
the plea for an education which will bring us into creative
engagement with the problems and possibilities of our
world, many Catholic colleges and universities are
developing programs and institutes designed to en-
courage commitment to rights, justice and peace.
The Center for Social Weems at Notre Dame is simply
one of a number of impressive efforts being made on
Catholic campuses. There are new departments and cur-

'Parent in Teri* paragraph 153.
sTo Teach as /essis D. paragraph 10.
°Catholic Higher Education and the Pastoral Mission of the Church,

(Washington, DC: United States Catholic Conference, 1990.
'Pastoral Constitution on the Church and the Modern World in Ab-

bott, DOCUMilltf, pg. 229.



ricula in peace studies and international studies, a variety
of volunteer and service programs, and institutes and
centers which feature lectures, films, discussions, and
reflection on war, the arms race, hunger, economic
justice and racial and sexual discrimination. Small groups
of faculty and students, often identifying with the ex-
pressed goals of the sponsoring religious community,
provide a variety of outlets for the impressive generosity
and idealism of the larger campus community, raise cur-
rent issues, and serve as a critical presence challenging
more conventional elements of college and university
life." Surely Notre Dame, with its Center for Human
Rights, its Certer for Social and Pastoral Ministry, its en-
dowed chair in education for justice, its new Center for
Social Concerns, to say nothing of the witness of Father
Hesburgh, has been in the forefront of these efforts.

Yet there are grave weaknesses as well. In few places
are local academic communities reaching beyond helping
services to assist local groups working to overcome in-
justice, such as the local grantees of the Campaign for
Human Development. There is no national student
movement as there is in so many other countries to con-
nect students with one another and with students abroad,
giving them a sense of their specific vocation and
strengthening their determination to live lives for others.
While Catholic learned societies in theology, canon law,
and biblical studies devote considerable attention to
peace and justice issues, there are few networks of
Catholic scholars and teachers in the humanities, social
sciences, sciences, engineering or business to connect
them with one another for professional and personal
growth in faith or to enable their resources to more effec-
tively serve the mission of the church. Most important,
few of the good programs I have mentioned touch di-
rectly the heart of the academic enterprise of teaching and
research. All seem somewhat marginal to the academic
life: few otter courses, almost none do research and while
they may have the support of individual faculty members
they are rarely seen as integral elements of the overall
educational mission of the college or university.'

It would be easy, perhaps too easy, to blame these
problems on the faculty in much the same way that the
local pastor often blames his people: "I would love to do
more about justice, peace and human rights, but my peo-
ple are not there yet; they seem absorbed in their awn
lives and personal problems and are not yet open to
social justice." I have heard the same message in more
than one religious order house on a campus. Or we fac-
ulty can lay the blame on the administration, just as the
laity often blame the pastor; lack of leadership, fear of
alienating donors, and abuse of authority are all charges
laid against administrators by faculty who would like to
see more done on justice and peace issues. But those of us

'For a review of sac) programs we Current laws in Catholic Higher
Educatton, Vol. 1. No. 2 (Winter, 19111)
°l have offered comments on education for irAgitice in "The. Jesuits and

Higher Education.- Studies in the . ,intuality of Jesuits. XIII
iNovember, HVID. 1-4] and in an unpublished follow-up essay, 'Wiwi*.
Do We Go Fmm fiert."7 which is avail** on request.
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who promote social concerns cannot avoid taking some
of the blame ourselves. Liberal though we may be in our
own religious lives, we often have recourse to authority
in skldressing the larger university community. Or we
bring the new evangelical style sweeping the church onto
the campus. At times in our enthusiasm we act like we
want to renounce this society and culture and seek an
altogether different world where we can preach and live
the full Gospel of Jesus and recreate the community of the
early church. We seem to echo an earlier generation of
evangelical Christians who covenanted torther to found
Oberlin College in 1833. "Lamenting the degeneracy of
the Church and the deplorable condition of our perishing
world, and ardently desiring to bring both under the en-
tire influence of the blessed G. el of peace," they
pledged themselves to one another, agreeing to share
their property, renounce "all the world's expensive and
sinwholesome fashions of dress, particularly tight dress-
ing and ornamental attire," to "eat only plain and
wholesome food, renouncing all bad habits, and espe-
cially the smoking and chewing of tobacco. ...and deny
ourselves all strong and unnecessary drinks, even tea and
coffee," while taking "special pains to educate all our
children thoroughly and to train them up in body, in-
tellect and heart for the, service of the Lord."'°

Grounded in Scripture, emphasizing personal commit-
ment and interior spirituality, forming relatively intense
communities, this explicitly religious, even Ch.rbto-
logicaL approach reflects a powerful and probably per-
manent element in the emerging Catholic community. In
matters of social justice and world peace, its central ques-
tions are posed not in terms of natural law or papal
teaching but in terms of scripture: 'What would Jesus
do?" This leads to a stance of advocacy on behalf of the
poor and of pacifism and nonviolent resistance to the
arms race and nuclear weapons. In education it seeks
through a combination of experimental consciousness
raising and theological reflection to bring about what the
Synod of 1971 described as "a renewal of heart . _based
on recognition of sin in its individual and social
manifestations." Its great strength lies in its ability to
generate what the Synod called "a critical sense which
will lead us to reflect on the society :7) which we live and
on its values; it will make men ready to renounce those
values when they cease to promote justice for all men.""
From this conversion and critical sense arises a small but
growing core of students anxious to devote at feast part
of their lives to the service of others and anxious to
share their lives in a church committed to peace, justice
and human rights.

No one should underestimate the power of this ap-
proach, for it reflects the dynamics of American
religious culture, with its emphasis on personal rkci-

1°J. H. Fain:had, 'Obeli= Its Progress and Iteiallt" excepted in
Richard Hoitsadter and WOWS Smith, editors, American Higher Edam.
don: A Documentary History, (Chicle*, 1961), pp. 432433.
11 justice in the World, paragraph 51.
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sions, voluntary communities, and interior contact with
the divine, to say nothing of the weakness of construc-
tive political movements and the absence of vigonaus
political debate within the church.' Echoes of it can be

found in a Jesuit study team's conclusion that the United
States may be "the least favorable context for our
ministry of preaching the Gospel"13; Avery Dulles' pre-
diction in The Resilient Church of a smaller, more com-
mitted church composed of people who have made per-
sonal decisions of faith over against an increasingly

"pagan" culture: the bishops' statement in the second
draft of their pastoral ktter on nuclear arms that ours is a
"secularized, neo pagan society" in which Christians

must "regard the path of persecution and the possibility
of martyrdom as normal"; and in the writings of a num-
ber of Catholic novelists from Walker Percy's Love in the

Ruins to Morris West's The Clowns of God.
Yet if advocates of education for justice and peace, the

promoters of social concerns on campus, often find
themselves isolated from the mainstiram of campus life,

it is not mainly their fault. For elsewhere in the Catholic
university community we too often find a scandalous gap

between pretense and practice, between warm affirma-

tions of Catholic identity and the absence of programs
designed to make the relationship between the university
and church creative and compelling, between rhetorical
affirmations of the responsibilities of citizenship and the
absence of serious political studies beyond departments
devoted to such subjects; between the sponsoring
religious community's powerful commitment to justice

and peace and its more or lets passive accommodation to
academic culture and the pursuit of an excellence defined

largely in terms of specialized research within present
disciplinary boundaries. Too often the college or univer-

sity Las institutionalized a segregation of academic and
religious matters that goes far beyond the authentic
respect for the autonomy of the secular recognized by
Vatican II to a near exclusion of not only religious but

also ethical and political issues from serious considera-

tion outside departments assigned to those fields.
While it may well be necessary to distinguish between

the style of conversation appropriate to our own com-
munion of faith and that required by the pluralism of our
civil community, as the bishops do in their pastoral let-

ter, it is neither necessary nor appropriate to exclude

from the civil dialogue those basic elements of the Gospel
which are intended to be good news for all mankind. In
Pam' in Terris John XXIII insisted that eventually love
must replace fear if we were to learn to live together on
this planet. and he said that in the context of an insistence

that we were committed not just to affirming peace and

al have discuseed the increasingly evangelical character of

Catholicism in an wide 'Religion and Literacy: M
Historical Pospective" in the Pflxvoilings of the College
Society for 19112.
"The Contest of Our Miniseries (Jesuit Conference. 19611 pg.
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human rights but to actually changing the world." If the
evangelical peace and justice community needs to be

reminded that we are committed to changing and not just
judging the world, the larger academic community needs

to be reminded that dunging the world can not be
relegated to the realm of the abstract or utopian. At
Hiroshima in 1911, John Paul II did not hesitate to tell a
largely non-Christian audience of scholars and scientists
ditt all of us together have to try to transform the social
order and we will do it only if we recognize the im-
peratives of love:

From now on, It is only through conscious choice
and through a deliberate policy that humanity can sur
vive . The task is enormous, some will call it a uto-
pian one . . . The building of a more just humanity or
of a more united international community is not just a
dream or a vain ideal. It is a moral imperative, a
sacred duty (requiring) a fresh mobilization of
everybody's talents aid energies . The construction
of a new social order presupposes over and above the
essential technological skills a lofty inspiration, a
courageous motivation, belief in man's future, his
dignity, his destiny.. . hi a word, man must be loved
for his own sake.'.

For John XXIII and John Paul II, then, the call to
Catholic education is not as we so often make it out a call

to join more fully in a specifically Christian effort to
uphold decent human value in an increasingly pagan
world, but to enter more fully into the life of our times,
to make those values which are part of our common
patrimony, and are now so essential to our survival, ef-
fective and alive in our common life. In higher education,
such an effort should not separate us from the general
academic community but should enable us to play a role
of leadership in redeeming the promise of public service
long contained in the sell-understanding of American
higher education.

Laurence Veysey has pointed out that in its origin the
American university was torn between three conflicting
visions of its purpose: research for its own sake, the
preservation of traditional culture, and public service. By
World War I the rhetoric of service had won out, both in
the universities and in the professions they spawned.'
When the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
surveyed American professional organizations regarding
codes of ethics after World War 1, all who responded in-
cluded ringing affilmations of the service to society
rendered by their professional group: lawyers helped to
make America 1110k actors to make its people
more healthy, businessmei, to make society more pro-

4
"-There is reason to hope that by meeting and negotiatt4 RIM may
COMP to discover better the bonds that units them together, deriving
from the human nature that they have in common, and that they may
abo cone to discover that one of the most profound nrquinanirds of
their COPPIMOri mature is this: that benseet themand their respective peo-
ple it is not fear which should reign. but sue." NM! in Terris,

rgirP129.

lieJohn Paul 11, Speech at Hiroshima, February 23, AR.
*Lau:erica R. Verity, The EMOVIICE ce the American University

(Chicago, 1965).
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ductive, engineers to make it more efficient, all to make it
more democratic. Yet, beneath the rhetoric, as Veysey
saw, were other impulses impelling the academic world
and the professions toward an increasing emphasis on
standards of entry, certification, internal modes of
reward and status, intensified specialization, and the
spawning of clienteles interested in their security and ad-
vancement. In the universities, even historical and
literary studies. Olilosophy, and theology became
.specialized. The process brought about what Reisman
and Jencks called "the academic revolution," with the
triumph of the graduate school, the decline of general
education, and an academic culture marked by the loss of
a common language and a common set of goals and
prospects. "

Paul Tillich once argued that "the problem of the
Church school is more than the problem of a particular
educational aim." Instead it is "the problem of the rela-
tion between Christianity and culture generally and
Christianity and education in particular." Thus the
church related college or university "is like a small
laboratory in which the large questions of church and
world can be studied and brought to a preliminary solu-
tion." Today, the Catholic problem is to bring the vision
and values which for us are grounded in faith to bear
upon the problems of the larger public life we all share. It
is a cultural problem of language and symbols; it is a
political problem of power and its use; it is an economic
problem of determining how to allocate scarce resources
and share in needed sacrifices and prospective benefits;
and it is a personal problem of overcoming the paralyz-
ing gap between personal and public life, between the
values of love and mutuality we try to express in our
family, our church and among our friends, and the con-
straints of institutions and structures which mark our
working life, our political life, our participation in ad-
vanced industrial society. We in higher education can,
and unfortunately often do, contribute to the problem,
legitimating the gaps and affirming in practice if not in
theory the self-serving conventional wisdom that things
are pretty much as they have to be. If we can not find
ways to at least begin to overcome those divisions, to
look beyond the particular truths of our disciplines to the
larger truths of our world, to acknowledge and accept
responsibility for our freedom and for the unfreedom of
others, to recognize that there is a direct relationship be-
tween the degree of justice and injustice in the world and
the work that we do here and prepare to do beyond, and,
perhaps most important, to face up to the fact that love
does matter, in biology, psychology, literature, history
and accounting, as well as in religious studies, then we
will have failed to fulfill the promise contained in our
own history.

What we need, then, is obvious: an education appro-
priate to the lives we wish to live and the work we wish
to do; an education which gives us the tools to be effec-
tive citizens; an education which gives us an intelligent

"David Reisman and Christopher Jenks, The Academic Revolution,
(Doubleday, 1 CISIN

appreciation of our faith in the context of modem life;
and a faculty capable of offering this kind of education. I
have emphasized these broad problems and requirements
because I believe that the problems we confront in
Catholic higher education are less problems of technique
than of will. Deciding what to do is far less important at
this stage than deciding something has to be done. But
the direction we might take is also fairly clear, and I offer
some concrete proposals simply to illustrate that when
we decide to act there are clear directions which our ac-
tions could take. The list I offer is partial and incomplete;
others could provide a fuller and richer set of
possibilities.

I. Vocation

If it is true that work is a central means by which one
define; ones personality and orients oneself toward the
world, and if it is also true that Christian faith must ex-
press itself in a concern for the poor and for peace made
integral to the whole of one's life, then clearly Oiristian
responsibility for the world is not adequately served by
participation in the weekly meeting of one's parish social
action committee or volunteer service in a social agency.
Vocation, calling is the word we have used to describe
the belief that each of us is gifted with abilities and talents
which we are called upon to offer in the servke of Christ
and his people. We know this today in the internal life of
the church, where we are elaborating various forms of
lay ministry to enable persons to place their gifts at the
service of the specifically Christian community. Yet ac-
cording to the teaching of the church, the laity's vocation
is in the world, in marriage and family, neighborhood
and community, work, politics and culture.

Thus we could argue, I think, that the most basic ques-
tion we lay persons have to answer is "What shall we
do"? "What shall I major in"? a student asks. 'What
courses shall I take?" I answer 'Well, what do you want
to do"? Some respond quickly: law, medicine, education,
engineering, business; others seem never to get an answer
straight. In light of the social teaching of the church we
have several responsibilities in regard to such questions.
We need to assist students to decide what they wish to do
in a way that is intelligent and informed but is also self-
consciously related to their faith, their values, the kinds
of people they wish to become. Second, we need to pro-
vide opportunities early in the college caner for students
to examine a department, discipline or school in its con-
crete social locatn. What kind of knowledge is gained
from this discipline and why is It available here? What is
done, and can be done, with this kind of knowledge?
What are the institutions through which careers are built
on the basis of the knowledge thus obtained, and what
purposes do those careers and institutions actually serve?
What is the meaning of that discipline in light of religious
faith, humane social values, and the actual conditions of
modern life? Such questions need to be asked more than
informally; they might be asked in general education
courses but only if practitioners of each discipline are
participants in those courses. Finally we need to offer



similar experiences at the end of the college career. What
have I learned and what does it mean to me in light of my
faith, my values, my goals and aspirations? What is the
public role people with my kind of knowledge play? If
one element of my understanding of my speciality is
public service, how is that public service offered? Who
controls access to the knowledge of which we are custo-
dians? Is the knowledge and power I have acquired
available to the poor or the powerful? How do I conduct
myself within the careers now open to me? At what
points must I refuse certain kinds of work? What support
and assistance can I expect in attempting to make my
knowledge, and the institutions through which I practice
my skills, just and peacemaking and socially responsible?

In short, I suggest, the current quite natural concern of
students with careers, the current concern with coopera-
tion needed for industrial re-development, the cultural
concern with the absence of significant social values and
the current teaching of the church regarding the integral,
constitutive, role of justice and peace in the Christian life,

converge to make vocation a central symbol and theme
for contemporary higher education and a useful and ap-
7ropriate vehicle for building a more integrated,
humanistic, and Christian education.

II. General Education

Throughout American education there is widespread
concern about general education and an eilt4y wide-
spread despair before the power of departments within
each university. In many places, this means that core
courses or courses available for distribution requirements
are defined by departments, taught by junior faculty, and
regarded as "culture on the side." Most dramatic is the
concern about the relationship between general education
courses and majors in vocational or professional schools
of engineering. business and education. Those of us who
believe we nerd to integrate a love for people and a
respect for human Pigh ts into the educational process
necessarily most see the core curriculum as the major
vehicle for doing so. I woulu suggest that to make this ef-
fective we need to recruit faculty in all departments will-

ing to teach in the core who consciously view their
disciplione within a framework of social responsibility end
humane values. Departments must be encouraged to
define their programs and priorities in relation to the
general goals of the institution. This will be possible only
if the rhetoric of institutional identity is translated into
concrete policy affecting recruitment, promotion, tenure,
leaves of absence and financial compensation. In short,
the strength of a school's commitments and the sincerity
of its expressed ideals is tested by its approach to general
education. Experimentation in revitalizing core courses
have been widespread in recent years. It should be the
focal point of 011X, efforts to bring social concerns more
fully into the eduiational experience ot our students.

III. Christie' Civics

Everyone, or almost everyone, understands that all the
questions we have raised are in some sense political.

Policy issues involve the government; research and train-
ing priorities are tremendously affected by public policy;
governmental priorities and initiatives play a crucial role
in defining what kinds of careers are available and which
are not. There is a politics of the arts, sciences,
humanities, engineering and business, as well as of higher
education as a whole. On the large scale, we know that
we are responsible for the decisions of our government
on issues of war and peace, Central America, world
trade, social justice, taxation and a thousand other ques-
tions. On the small scale, we know that our choices
about allocating our time and talent. affect the quality of
local public life, the climate for business, the treatment of
labor and minorities, and problems of crime, housing
and education. While we all acknowledge political
responsibility, we do little to teach it. Clearly we need
training for citizenship and, like religion, that means not,
simply another course in the professional field of politics
but an encounter with the political issues that we present
in and can be examined through all &kNplines. Public
responsibility means not only learning how to particOate
in politics but learning also how to raise "the political
standards of the body politic" in work, in cultural pur-
suits, in all those ways in which we interact with one
another and shape a common life. In this society, where
government is so important to all phases. of life and
where we profess to share responsibility for its actions,
we can no more afford to leave political education to the
politicians than to leave religious education to the clergy.
We in the Catholic community, with a rich tradition of
political theory, en exciting body of social andl political
thought emanating from every country in the world, and
connections through our church with people involved in
political struggles from Poland to the Philippines have
particular responsibilities in this regard, and wonderful
opportunities to make a significant contribution to
American society, with its evident poverty of political
conversation. Thus political education, education which
recognizes existing political involvement and seeks to
make our public life richer and more intelligent, is in-

1 dispensable to our efforts to renew Catholic higher
education.

IV. Faculty Development

The key to all this is of course the faculty. We must try
to recruit and reward faculty who combine professional
expertise with faith and social concern. If few are coming
along from the graduate schools, we should try to iden-
tify promising undergraduates, assist them with graduate
studies and offer them jobs when they are ready. With
the faculty we already have, so many of whom are
tenured, we should try to set before them the research
agenda arising from the experience of the Church, we
should encourage them to %relate their teaching to the
overall mission of the school, we should give a high
priority and appropriate rewards to those who teach in
the general education components of the curriculum, and
we should explore new ways of assisting faculty to be
theologically informed and intelligently aware of social



concerns, perhaps through summer seminars modelled
on those presently available through the National
Endowment for the Humanities. While no one would
complain about the emphasis placed on research as an
important component of overall academic , quality,. the
fact is that a very large proportion of tenured faculty
seldom or never publish scholarly papers within their
discipline. To make such publication the sole criteria for
promotions, sabbaticals and leaves of absence is self-
defeating, leaving in its wake a core of defeated and em-
bittered faculty. The variety of faculty requires a variety
at modes of personal and professional growth as
teachers, intellectuals and professionals within a

discipline. In this area too we suffer from the continuing
failure of Catholic colleges and universities to share
resources and collaborate toward fulfilling their respon-
sibilities to the church and to the larger community.

There is of course a deeper probkm. John XXIII
recognized the gap that existsbetween the institutions we
have built and the Christian inspiration of the individuals
who built them. He traced the roots to that inner tension
between private and public life so many people ex-
perience, "an inconsistency in their minds between
religious belief and their action in the temporal sphere." It
is necessary, he said, "that their interior unity be re-
established, and that in their temporal activity faith
should be present as a beacon to give light and charity as
a force to give life."' What is seldom recognized is that
this inconsistency affects college professors as much as
businessmen. Thus those concerned about faith and
justice, peace and social responsibility, have a work of
evangelization toward the rest of the university com-
munity, a work which must follow the teachings of Paul
VI and begin with the human person, respect each per-
son's freedom and rely upon persuasion rather than coer-
cion. The problems we have been discussing are not just
out there, in the world beyond the church or beyond the
campus, they are in here, a part of the experience Eif all of
us. We know how hard it is to achieve and maintain that
"interior unity," as hard and perhaps even harder on the
Catholic university campus than in General Motors or
the Pentagon. It is not too much to say that here as well
as out there we will only become the kinds of people we
hope to be, we will be the kind of people we hope to
educate, only if we care for each other enough in concrete
human ways to overcome the fear, loneliness and in-
security which beset us all. In our parish or faith
community we know how important it is to receive affir-
mation and support from the clergy and from our fellow
Christians; we know that concrete experience of the love
of God in our lives alone gives us the strength to believe
that just maybe we might be able to live as we think we
should. That reality ii present for us here as well, and we
will be able to create a learning community capable of
fulfilling the challenge that faces us only to the extent we
believe in and care for one another. Love matters,

("Paean in Terris. parawaph 152.

V. Religious Studies

Finally, I simply point to the important role that must
be played in all this by the theology or religious studies
department. Today we place many expectations on these
departments. They are to provide first rate academic
theology, provide opportunities for the examination of
basic religious issues (what is called fundamental
theology), offer courses that are specifically Catholic and
others that are ecumenical, even some that fall under the
"history of religions" category. At one and the same time
we expect them to r taintain the public image of the
school as Catholic and carry on continuing relationships
with church constituencies beyond the school, and pro-
vide leadership in interdisciplinary dialogue and
teaching, stimulating a creative interaction of theology
with other disciplines and an exciting interaction of those
disciplines with the Catholic mission and objectives of the
school. To do all this, these departments need con-
siderable support, not only from administrators, the
religious community and benefactors, but from faculty in
other departments. At the same time theologians need to
understand that they must have the cooperation of fac-
ulty in other departments and schools and must actively
seek out that collaboration. While this may require atten-
tion to the number of practicing Catholics on the faculty,
that is a most narrow definition of what is needed, for
Catholics today are as likely to split their religion and
their professional life as anyone else. Rather there is a
broader need to locate and assist men and women of vi-
sion and faith, alive to religious issues and engaged with
the problems of our age. It is enough to say that effective
education of the kind we are describing will be impossible
without a strong, vigorous theology department, but
such a department will not be able to bring it about
alone; indeed it might well encourage the continued prac-
tice of relying on that department to do the entire job.

I would be less than honest if I told you that all is well
and headed in the right direction in American Catholic
higher education. In fact there is a prevailing tone of drift
and accommodation, an absence of effective leadership
and a waning enthusiasm about the distinctive role of
Catholic institutions of higher learning. While most
religious communities in this country acknowledge the
importance of the justice and peace agenda, concrete pro-
grams to build these principles and goals into university
life are few and measures to implement these large com-
mitments seldom extend beyond tokenism. Historian
Winthrop Hudson once pointed out that the gradual ero-
sion of t,e religious identity of Protestant church related
colleges and universities meant, for many of the main line
denominations, a "relinquishment . of any sense of
responsibility for the intellectual life', with serious conse-
quences for the church.

Far from constituting a creative and formative force in
society, the churches were being successfully reduced
to mere creatures of society . lacking the inner in-
tegrity of an independent and consistent understand-
ing of the basic dilemmas of man in relationship to his
fellows, the churches were no longer equipped, as they
had been in an earlier day, to play an independent role
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in recasting the structure of society or. indeed, to
assume any real and distinctive responsibility for the
more immediate needs of the community."

I believe we face a similar danger. In a religious culture
whic.ht encourages an evangelical style of Christian ex-
pressioNt, at a time when the culture at large contpins few
symbols or institutions which command respect and
enlist energies, when the notion of the public interest and
the common good fades into an abstraction, when the
understanding of faith in terms of sacrament and of the
church in terns of the body of Christ evvorates, it is not
surprising that we are in danger of losing our Catholic
colleges and universities. Not liming them in the sense of
their abandonment of Catholicity, for that would deprive
them of their most faithful and reliable constituency, but
losing them as creative and coriK- partickPants in
the life of the church. When only canon

lawyers, biblical scholars and a few humanists we
organized under ems' Catholic auspices, recogniz-
ing, if hesitantly, some responsibility for the life of the
Church, it is not surprising that our ability to bring a
Catholic perspective to bear on the problems of our
society or open up Catholic possthilities within our
culture depends on the efforts of isolated individuals,
many enjoying little or no institutional support. If once
we believed that we had the resources within our
Catholic subculture to provide an alternative, self
contained anssver to all the problems posed by modern
society, we are in danger now of surrendering any
responsibility as Catholics for the general culture and the

overall well being of our nation and of the world com-
munity of which we are a part.

All of us affirm the importance of social concerns, but
in our heart we know concern is not enough. We have to

make a difference. We will not make a difference unless

mWirsthrop Hudson. Tire Great Tnidition of the American Onarhes
(Harper, 1953), pp. 219-220.

we care, but caring alone won't do it. In Pacem in Terris
John XXIII told us of our duty to construct a social order
where human rights and world peace were possible, and
he made us believe we could do k. In the last generation
we have surely learned that we have to do more than be
concerned about peace and care about people, we have to

in the project of reccestructing the worki. If far
reading cultural, social and political change is as
necessary as so many thoughtful people say it is, and if
we believe In the promises and Providence of God, then
we ought to be figuring org. how to do it and training
each other for the work. Cr course it seems foolish, and

of course it will force us to put aside some long c:hnished
goals, but we do have incredliale resources of people,
connections and institutions, talent and goodness. It is in
fact the task for which our history has prepared us, and

for which we have been gifted with our faith, our church,
and our friends.

Adopting the perspective of posterity, let us hope that
people will not someday mourn the fact that in the late
twentieth century, when the human community stood it
the crossroads between a fuller and richer life and the in-
cineration of civilization and the end of history. Catholic
hibber education went down with its flag flying. Let us
hope rather that men and women will say of each of us
what the Lord said of His people through the prophet

If you remove from your midst oppression false acorn

tion and malicious speech
If you bestow your bread on the hungry and satisfy
the afflicted:
Then light shall rise for you in darkness and the gloom
shall become for you lace midday:
Then the Lord will guide you ahvays and give you
plenty even on parched land
He will renew your strength and you shall be like a
watered garden, like a spring whose water never fails.
The ancient ruins shall be rebuilt for your sake and the
foundations from ages past you shall raise up:
"Repairer of the breach" they shall call you
'Restorer of ruined homesteads." (Isaiah 53)
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